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N ew s
from page one

T h is little college w e n t to m a rk e t
Standard Operating Procedure house the prospective with a
According to Director of Ad hosting undergraduate rather
missions and Financial Aid, than assigning him to an empty
David Busse, Lawrence’s cur guest room without escort.
rent recruiting program is Moreover, there has been a
centered around the radius heightening of the profes
principle: “The realities of sionalism of campus tours and
recruitment, based on national an encouragement of pro
research,” explained Busse, fessorial interview s and
“are that most students go no classroom observation.
Despite the fact that both
more than 500 miles from
home,” in search of higher this year and last the number of
education. Based on this campus visits has reached
evidence, Lawrence has

Finalist credentials of her own,
has received no more than the
prefunctory first mailing.
Granted, the aforementioned
recruiting policy limits the pur
suit of outlying prospectives;
but in the case of a student with
a pre-established affiliation and
eminent qualifications, the
rules can and should be bent
not only in order to attract the
student, but as a courtesy to
the graduate and family.

You're
invited to
Pre-College
Weekend
at Lawrence.

A P P E A L S to ? out of 5 perspectives.
Selective Not
organized and targeted its “record levels,” the percentage
Competitive
recruitment efforts into three yield has decreased by an
A lth o u g h S. Considers
distinct categories: its im unusually large 3 percent bet
mediate applicant pool is deriv ween 1981 and 1982. Busse, Lawrence’s marketing ap
ed from the tri-state axis of among others, is at a loss to ex proach to be superior to that of
Wisconsin, Illinois and Min plain why this increased ex such schools as Brown and
nesota; the secondary market, posure has not led to a commen Amherst, schools with which he
as perceived by the admissions surate increase in yield. He did has also had contact, it must be
department consists of other point out, however, that the noted that he is not only from
Midwestern states and the East typical high school senior now Illinois but has evinced a con
Coast; the final, tertiary visits, on the average, three to tinually strong interest. It re
market, includes, of course, four campuses before deciding mains however, a “students’
market,” a fact of which
“the rest of the nation and the to make a $40,000 commitment
to a school like Lawrence.
students are increasingly
world.”
Old Markets, New Markets
Through the cooperative Stu
aware.
Although “it costs a lot of
By means of its stringent
dent
Search
Program ,
February 15, application
Lawrence and hundreds of money to recruit on the East
other institutions scrambling Coast,” continued Mr. Busse, deadline, Carleton has, for all
for the diminishing supply of in “we do want national represen purposes, already filled its class
coming freshmen—obtain the tation.” With this wider focus of 1986. Conversely, Lawrence
names of 60,000 prospective in mind, the admissions depart remains plagued by uncertain
high school seniors who choose ment has directed its limited ty. As an essentially “low pro
to participate in the annual pro number of direct tertiary ef file” institution, Lawrence is
paganda deluge which con forts to the rapidly developing largely unable to garner the
stitutes first contact. The Southwestern sun-belt region. strong initial commitment com
computer-selected students “We see this as a high growth mon to its better known com
deemed to be “ Lawrence area,” commented Busse, an pe titors.
S ubsequently,
material” are then sent the area whose private educational Lawrence operates under a flexpreliminary brochure, “The institutions are few and very ible, alm ost open-ended
far between.
Lawrence Difference ”
deadline system. In the words
To aid in this effort Lawrence of Director Busse, “A lot of
It is at this point that those
outside of the major market are has been participating in business is being done second
forced to continue primarily on cooperative recruiting with and third terms.”
their own initiative. Regardless other ACM colleges. A college
This procedure has worked
of response to “The Lawrence fair is likely to draw more high well for Lawrence. It has con
Difference,” students in the tri- school counselors if they can tinued to attract freshman
state area automatically receive see as many as eight colleges in classes on the average of 335
some sort of follow up a single morning. Carleton, students of consistent quality.
literature. If immediate interest however, due to its broader Thi«i ' tus quo maintenance
is not shown by students in the reputation and subsequently hu. 1 v-ed Lawrence for many
remainder of the country, then greater resources is able to par yeuru and has not degraded the
the reticent prospective is ticipate in more bf these university in any way—or, as
presumed lost.
junkets and maintain its higher Busse intimated, “We have to
Come, meet the university
visibility.
do a darn good job just to stay
The increased tendency
While looking further afield, even with things.”
toward consumerism in higher however, Lawrence should take
The equation that dominates
education has effectually care to cultivate an active, ag admissions philosophy is that
eliminated the possibility of gressive policy towards we are “selective but not com
selling an $8000 tuition solely “hereditary recruitment.” By petitive.” In other words, we
through the use of fancy appealing to promising offspr don’t have three people fighting
brochures. Lawrence has ing or siblings of Lawrence for two spots. Perhaps then,
chosen, therefore, to emphasize alumni the university can main arises, the question we should
the campus visitation program. tain a steady and consistent be asking ourselves is whether
“One of our strategies, in flow of applicants from all over we want to simply maintain our
dicated Busse, “has been to get the country.
status quo orientation or
more students here for campus
The Department’s approach whether we want to upgrade
visits and to improve the quali to this immediate resource has our conveyed image to match
been inconsistent at best. While our self-perception? And, in this
ty of those visits.”
The visitation program has S. the “bluechip” brother of a case, what can be done to affect
been revised in recent seasons current Lawrence junior, has this appreciation?
first to provide the prospective been energetically pursued
New Directions
with three, rather than the through “two mailings a week,”
In 1969, Carleton College
previous one, complimentary C., the sister of a recently recognized the fact that in the
meals plus one for accompany graduated Phi Beta Kappa, coming years small universities
ing parents, and second, to with National Merit Semi- in general would be feeling an

admissions pinch and embark
ed on a continued program of
institutional analysis. Through
this research, they were able to
identify their institutional
strengths and discovered how
best to market those strengths
in terms of the different sectors
to which they would be appeal
ing. For instance, pointed out
Carleton’s Nicholson, to a pro
spective from New York City
their correspondence would em
phasize the proximity of the ur
ban centers of the Twin Cities,
while to a Minnesota native
they would stress regional
pride.
This, of course, is a long term
goal—one that cannot be im
mediately effective. There are,
however, a number of im
provements that the university
can undertake immediately. In
order for Lawrence to assume
its place among the ranks of the
competitive, and not merely
selective, colleges it needs in
itially to assume a fundamental
attitudinal change. To attract
excellence one must exude ex
cellence, and this must come
from every visible manifesta
tion of the university.
Apart from the extensive
Lawrence “ Viewbook” and
campus visits, the most
representative point of contact
between the college and the pro
spective student is in the for
mal application for admission.
According to the enthusiastic
S., the Lawrence application
rated “a lot easier” than its Ivy
League and Seven Sisters
counterparts. Upon examina
tion, this proves to be unfor
tunately true. Not only does
Lawrence not require written
letters of recommendation, but
the sole essay is both vague and
optional.
In that the university does
have specific and often-cited
goals, the essays would do well
to elicit the applicant's feelings
and opinions about these objec
tives. Furthermore, a student
unwilling to complete multiple
essays in exchange for a quality

education should not be admit
ted to Lawrence in the first
place.
A further dilemma is ex
emplified in Mr. Busse's state
ment th a t: “ one of our
challenges is that those who
know about Lawrence respect
us, but not enough people know
about us.” Admittedly, im
plementing greater area and na
tional publicity is a costly
undertaking. But Lawrence is
not as well known as it likes to
think, even in Chicago, and if
th is m a rk e tin g is done
thoughtfully and effectively the
end will justify the means by
evoking increased and higher
quality applications.
A Concerted Effort
It is not to be contested that
Lawrence does have a commodi
ty to sell. It has been a stable
commodity—selling steadily for
over 130 years, weathering,
through wise leadership, many
pitfalls which could well have
proven fatal. As of now, the
question of admissions is of no
such gravity.
As suggested before, the
Lawrence Admissions Depart
ment is an effective and hard
working organ of the universi
ty. “ Dave and his staff are do
ing a big job,” attests Carleton
colleague Jon Nicholson, “He's
a good professional admissions
man and he knows what he’s
doing.” This is certainly true,
but this might be the time to
add some new tricks to that
well-known repertoire.
This responsibility, however,
does not belong solely to the
people in admissions. To place
the university where it rightful
ly belongs, in fact, requires a
concerted effort by all of its
diverse elements, from Public
Relations, to the student body,
to our alumni nationwide.
In that we all share in, and
benefit from, the life of the
university, we are all equally
responsible for its nurture. We
needn’t become professional
Lawrentians, but it would
behoove us to become proud
ones.

DIKE CREDIT
FOR A GREAT
SUMMER.
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N ew s
G e o lo g y m a jo r s fa c e G R E b lu e s

Department tells seniors, “you’re not satisfactory ”

quirements for the geology ma
by David Lawson
Geologists are in big demand jor invites special inquiry.
Graduation requirements for
these days. Like engineers who
experienced a terrific demand* the majority of majors at
boom in the 1950’s, geology Lawrence center around the
students today have many completion of introductory and
doors open to them. Not only core courses, a minimum
confined to the petroleum in number of advanced courses,
dustry, but many others as and an encouragement to do
well, increased interest in the work in tutorial or independent
geology background has been studies. Lawrence no longer re*
demonstrated by graduate quires departmental exams, a
schools which, inspired by the traditional “integrating” ex*
demand for geology-related perience for senior majors, since
specialists, have broadened elimination of the school-wide
requirement in 1973. The Art
their post-graduate offerings.
Geology has long been of and Slavic departments do,
critical importance among the however, still list a departmen
sciences, but now especially, tal exam among their re
even a bachelor’s degree with a quirements in the course
major in geology has become a catalogue. B iology and
hot ticket. For the geology ma Chemistry require mandatory
jor at Lawrence this is an en attendance at “Recent Ad*
couraging prospect, whether vances” lectures and a senior
post-graduate plans include seminar-presentation, respec
more schooling or entrance into tively. The value of such ac
tivities is felt by these several
the job market.
What then is the current departments to be crucial to the
status of the geology major at conclusion of the major.
There exists a lack of con
Lawrence, with regard to
g ra d u a tin g seniors and sistency across all the depart
underclassmen contemplating ments’ requirements for com
continued study in geology? In pletion of major, with regard to
particular, one of the re the emphasis on what Dean

Charles Lauter has identified as
a “ senior culminating ex
perience.” This is due mainly to
a University policy of letting
each department decide for
itself whether or not to require
either a comprehensive exam or
some other type of integrating
experience for its senior majors.
Importantly, whether it be a
departmental exam or senior
presentation, as currently re*
quired by those departments
mentioned, control over content
and structures of those ac
tivities lies with the students
and departmental faculty and is
dedicated to integration of
Lawrence coursework and in
dependent study.
The above said, it is difficult
to reconcile the fifth and final
requirement for the geology
major, as listed in the 1981*82
course catalogue. It states that
a geology major’s program
shall include “satisfactory per
formance on the Graduate
Record Examination as deter
mined by the geology faculty.”
Is it appropriate to base a
departmental major require
ment on the result of a
student’s performance on a

“standardized” test over which
neither the Lawrence geology
faculty nor students have any
control, in -erms of content or
structure? The Graduate
Record Examination stands,
among tests similar in nature,
in a critical light concerning its
ability to render a fair judge
ment of a student’s knowledge
or potential.
According to Bernard Feder,
who holds a Ph.D. in education
from New York University and
has writeen widely on the sub
ject, “The GRE is in fact a
notoriously bad predictor.” In
the area of graduate school ad
missions, grades have been con
sistently shown to be a better
predictor of graduate school
potential, yet graduate school
officials contrinue to heap im
portance on the GRE score.
Concerning the GRE Advanc
ed Geology Test, a senior
geology major commented, “A
fill-in-the-blank, standardized
test cannot measure or test
other abilities valued by a
Lawrence student and em
phasized by this curriculum.”
Also, the GRE is particularly
ill-suited as a ‘wrap-up’ activity

for the geology major here,
because many questions on the
test fall outside the average
Lawrence student's prépara-

Who put these rocks here?
tion. About the many obscure
items which appeared on the
test in October, one student
noted, “You would’ve had to
have had the (appropriate)
course.” Additionally, there
were sections on the test
devoted to areas which are concontinued on page nine

The Lawrentian interview

Lonnquist says *14.08 will get you in Free
Recently there has been a proposal
by the Office of Campus Life to
impliment a student activity fee.
The proposed fee, to be paid by
each Lawrentian on a yearly basis,
would enable students to attend
nearly all campus events free of
charge. In the following interview
conducted by one of our highly
touted reproters, Tom Lonnquist,
Associate Dean of Campus Life,
outlines and clarifies the new pro
posal.

by Ron Kopp
Lawrentian: O.K. First things
first: the Office of Campus Life
is proposing an increase in the
Comprehensive Fee—$14.08, to
be exact. Convince me it’s for
our own good.
Lonnquist: Well, that's right,
technically it looks like you’re
going to be paying an addi
tional $14.08, but the actual in
crease is smaller: $7.08.
Remember that $7 fee you were
made to pay at the beginning of
the year? Besides the $8
deposit for keys and such, that
is. Well, that money went to
your House Council; it wasn’t
included in your Comprehen
sive Fee. A lot of people were
upset about that, needless to
say. Dave King brought it up at
an LUCC meeting. The general
feeling is, the University should
put its cards on the table:

charge the $7 if you have to, but
let’s don't be sneaky about it.
Well, I agree with those
students, so what I ’ve done is
to propose of that money, that
$7, be tacked onto the Com
prehensive Fee, like it should
have been in the first place.
Lawrentian: Wait: what
about off-campus students and
people living in the fraternity
houses? They didn’t have to
pay that initial $7, did they?
Lonnquist: No, you’re right,
they didn’t. Under the new pro
posal their seven dollars a head
will go to either the InterFraternity Council or the Com
muting Students Group. They
can do with it what they want,
more or less like the House
Councils. Let’s say the offcampus people simply want
their money back—they have a
meeting, vote on it, fine: the
University gives them their $7
back. Or they can spend it any
way they want to, I don’t care.
Charging them the $7 apiece
simply makes the Comprehen
sive Pay the same for everyone.
Lawrentian: So what we’re
really talking about is an in
crease of $7.08? What’re you
selling us for $7.08?
Lonnquist: More or less

everything, the works: we’d
simply stop charging students
admission to campus events.
Well, with a couple of minor ex
ceptions—I ’ll enumerate them
all: the International Dinner, if
you want to go, you’d still pay
for that; and if you wanted an
Ariel or a copy of Tropos, you’d
still pay for that; and, of course,
fraternities and dorms could
still charge for their parties and
have fundraisers.
Lawrentian: So what about
movies, for instance?
Lonnquist: All free: the
Foreign Film Series, the Mon
day and Wednesday Classics,
the Weekend Films—about 80
altogether—we wouldn’t have
to charge a cent at the door.
And the same goes for the Ar
tists’ Series, the Chamber
Music Series, all concerts and
events sponsored by the SEC.
And, we’d set up a budget for
speakers and workshops, and,
like always, fund the senior
class party and commencement
activities.
Lawrentian: For $7.08?
Lonnquist: Yep.
Lawrentian: W ait. That
doesn’t make sense: buying a
Foreign Film pass costs $15.
You mean to say that all those

people—the students who
would have bought passes for
the series next year—they ’ll be
saving $8 under the new plan?
Plus they’ll be able to go to all
the other movies, and all the
concerts?
Lonnquist: Yep. The same
goes for people who otherwise
would have bought Artists’
Series tickets or Chamber
Music Series tickets: they’ll be
saving money. Right off the
bat.
Lawrentian: I don’t get it.
How does it work?
Lonnquist: O.K., we’ve added
everything up and it turns out
that we need $43,777 to operate
this proposal. Film rental costs,
House Council fees and paying
for the Artists’ Series, etc. We
already have $8,750—that
comes from the student wage
accounts and SEC. That takes
us down to $35,027. The
Foreign Film Society’s income
from our community patrons
adds up to $9,450; a lot of
bucks. Now we need $25,577.
I ’ve projected a further $11,500
income from the community for
our other events: rock concerts,
Weekend Films, the Artists’
and Chamber Series. Which
ultimately leaves us $14,077 in

‘Next year we ’re
sponsoring a
Children's Film
Festival. That should
make us a
killing.
‘

**The general feeling
is, the university
should put its cards
on the table.

the red. That’s where the
$14.08 student increase in the
Comprehensive Fee comes.
Figure a thousand students,
and it comes out just right.
Lawrentian: Maybe $11,500
is a high projection for what
you’ll bring in from the com
munity.
Lonnquist: Don’t think so.
I ’d say it’s on the conservative
end of the spectrum. And if I ’m
wrong, between my budget and
Agness’s budget and Housing’s
budget, we have enough money
to cover it.
Lawrentian: Where does the
money in those budgets usually
go?
Lonnquist: It gets doled out
to various committees: SEC,
Coffeehouse, Artists’ Associa
tion... By the end of fall term,
we’ll have a good idea of how
liberal we can be with our
funds. I forgot to mention: next
year we’re sponsoring a
Children’s Film Festival. That
should make us a killing.
Lawrentian: All right. What
do you do with the argument
that students should only have
to pay for the events that they
themselves attend?
continued on page nine
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O p in io n
Amadou wraps it up

Senegambia: a salaamu alai kum

Foreign correspondent,

Camara

by Amadou Camara
So far, there have been mixed
reactions to the role Senegal
played in suppressing the July
uprising in The Gambia. Those
who oppose their role called it
an invasion by Senegal and
those in support called it "in
tervention on invitation.” Gam
bian students attending school
in the United Kingdom sent a
note to the Senegalese Embasssy in London condemning
the intervention as violating
the
G a m b ia 's
n a tio n a l
sovereignty. All speculations
regarding the politics were
dismissed by the Gambian
government as idle talk.
Several weeks after the
rebellion, President Jawara
made a state visit to the
Republic of Senegal. Discussion
focused on the unification of the
two countries’ security forces
as a first step towards a
Senegambia confederation.
The idea of a united Gambia
and Senegal has never been
palatable for Gambian politi
cians but always a dream for
Senegal, as revealed by
Senegal’s former president
Leopold S. Senghore in 1973
when he claimed there had been
"too much talk about Senegam
bia and that the time has come
for action.”
Senegal gained its in 
dependence before the Gambia
and negotiated with Britain to
place the Gambia under its con
trol. The Gambian politicians,
chiefs, & farmers resisted any
move by the British authority
that would make them part of
Senegal. They concluded that
the Gambia, once in such a
federation would always be the
"tail of the dog.” "The recent
coup attempt and the decisive
role of Senegal has changed
everything,” says Dr. Nyang of
Howard University. “Senegambian unity,” he adds, "never
taken seriously as a political
reality by many Gambian
leaders, was soon thrown on
their laps.”
While on tour in the Gambia,
last November, President Joof
of Senegal addressed an au
dience in Farjeni, 150 miles
from Banjul. He said "Here in
Farjeni, you had created
Senegambia long ago. Presi
dent Jawara, my senior brother,
my mother’s son,...he and I will

Quick
Q u a lity

Copies
308 N. Appleton St.
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734-9907

QjSicKpönt
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put the seal to what you have
already created.”
The eagerness of Senegalese
officials to create a Senegambia
confederation stems from
political and economic con
siderations. Senegal is likely to
benefit greatly from such a con
federation. The dividing of
Senegal into two distinct
regions by the Gambia has
made the political and economic
situation for the officials in
Dalea cumbersome.
Most of the agricultural ac
tivities in Senegal are carried
out in the Southern region-the
Cassamance area. But the only
harbor is in Dakar, in the Nor
thern part of the country. The
Gambia river has been one of
the major arteries that link the
north and south; the govern
ment has derived some of its
hard currency from it.
Senegal has been pushing the
Gambian government to build a
bridge in Farafeni (250 miles
from Benjul) which would link
the two countries and connect
the north and south. The idea of
Senegambia confederation will
make this dream come true for
the Senegalese officials. It is
likely that Banjul would then
become a sea port for the
Cassamance Area.
The prospect of a Senegambia
confederation is likely to bring
political relief to Senegal.
The Senegalese authorities
have long been challenged by

favorable. They think the con
federation is a construction
built on shifting sand, and that
before long, they will be
rebellious because Gambians do
not agree with ways things hap
pened.
President Jawara, claiming to
speak for the people of the
Gambia, said that any form of
confederation between the two
countries will survive. He
argued that a referendum on
the issue was not necessary
because the Gambia’s in
dependence and sovereignty
will be preserved. But people
that have similar political ex
perience do not agree with
President Jawar’s view. A Zan
zibari told New African
M agazine: “ Despite the
autonomy of the Zanzibar
Parliament and its government
system, the effects of Dar er
Salam (capital of Tanzania) on
my island (Zanzibar) are over
whelming. If Jawara thinks he
can m aintain sovereignty
within Senegambia, it doesn’t
say much for his political
acumen.”
A union between Zanzibar
and Tanganyika creating Tan
zania is one of few enduring
confederations in Africa. Most
of the confederations, such as
the Mali Confederation, a union
between Senegal and Mali last
for only a few months. The
dissolution of the Mali union
was due to an "ideological dif-

the Cassamance people who
have alw ays sought in 
dependence. Ahmed Nissae, the
leading advocate for the in
dependence of Cassamance, has
been accused of maintaining a
guerilla base in the region.
Senegal authorities find it dif
ficult to contain the sporadic
guerilla attacks by Mr. Niasse’s
men. With the formation of
Senegambia it is believed that
the Gambia would become a
political prop from which the
Senegal authorities could
neutralize the rebels in the
south.
Not all Sengalese people sup
port the forceful intervention in
Gambia’s political affairs and
the creation of a confederation.
The most outspoken opposition
comes from the Partie
Democratic du Senegal. A
representative from PSD in an
interview with the magazine
West Africa condemned the in
tervention. "We Senegalese
didn’t think it had a foundation
on either a political or a judicial
level...The agreements of Feb.
18, 1965 are very precise and
only speak of external threats.”
He added; "Now, the confedera
tion is another problem. That it
results from the Senegalese in
tervention is a different pro
blem...Our principle is to en
courage all efforts towards
African Unity...But we think
the circumstances in which this
confederation took place are not

ference between the two na
tions.” The survival of any con
federation depends upon how
effectively the conditions of the
merger are implemented.
The durability of a Senegam
bia confederation therefore
depends on stipulations enclos
ed in the two protocals signed
by the two governments in
Nov.
and
Dec.
Both
parliam ents ratified the
agreements stated in the two
documents with little opposi
tion from members of the
minority circles. A Senegambia
confederation was officially
declared on January 1, 1982.
The two documents called for
integration of the two coun
tries’ armed and security forces
and independence of the con
federation, economic and
monetary union, and coordina
tion of policy in the field of ex
ternal relations and in all other
fields where the federal state
may agree to exercise the
jurisdiction jointly.
It has been agreed by the two
parties that President Abdon
Joof of Senegal will be the
President of the Confederation
and President Jawara the VicePresident. A special parliament
will be set up in which 2/3 of the
members will come from
Senegal and 1/3 from the Gam
bia. ‘‘The minimum number of
times the Parliament will meet
in a year is two, but there is
provision that a meeting can be

called at the request of one
third of its members’’ apparent
ly a “ concession to the
Gambia.”
According to the first princi
ple, the two countries have to
integrate their armed and
security forces. But in the wake
of the revolution, the Gambia’s
paramilitary force dwindled
from about 900 men to about 60
men. Consequently, Senegal
has to dispatch a large body of
troops to the Gambia, if it
wants to see confederation live
long. Maintaining such a large
consignment of troops in the
Gambia might have adverse
economic and political repercus
sions in Senegal. Some politi
cians are of the opinion that the
situation could “be exploited
by Senegalese opposition par
ties who have already sharply
criticized Senegal’s interven
tion in the Gambia’s internal af
fairs."
The economic and monetary
union would force the Gambia
to exchange its currency, the
D alasi, for the French*
CFA. The Gambia would
then become a member of
the Monetaire Quest Africaine
(UMOA). Custom duties on
goods transferred between the
two states will be abolished.
Gambian markets wiP become
overpopulated by Senegalese
petit traders. Senegal is sure to
benefit more from such
economic ties than the Gambia.
“Ultimately,” remarked one
African politician, “whatever
the Gambia may stand to lose
of its sovereignty, African
could stand to gain in its quests
for unity. For any merger which
successfully challenged the
claim to inviolability of the con
tinent’s artificial and decisive
political boundaries would
represent a major step down
unity road.”
A total liberation of the conti
nent is the key to unity and
durable
confederation.
Therefore the liberation of
Nambia, currently exploited by
the South African government
economically and politically
and a majority rule in South
Africa are the only hopes for
the continents dream—African
Unity. Sengal’s rationale for in

tervening in the Gambia’s inter
nal affairs is one based on
security. A socialist govern
ment in the Gambia will pro
bably have an impact on
Senegal’s political system. The
apartheid regime in South
Africa poses a great threat to
independent African States and
until African leaders appreciate
this as a fact, the current
political trend, and instab
ility, will continue. South
Africa always gains when
political upheavals take place in
any part of the continent while
the rest of Africa loses. Those
independent states unfortunate
enough to experience political
problems become less effective
in their support for the libera
tion forces in Nambia. South
W est
A fric a n
Peoples
Organization (SWAPO) and the
African National Congress
(ANC) in South Africa in their
struggle for a majority rule. It
would not catch anybody by
surprise if South Africa is im
plicated in the instigation of
political debacles in the African
states for its so-caled security.
The most recent political
shake up in Zimbabwe which
led to the expulsion of Joshua
Nkomo’s Party and the demise
of the coalition government is
one good example of South
Africa’s political maneuvers.
The government in Johan
nesburg has recently accused
the Mugabe government for
providing guerilla bases in
Sumbawe for the ANG. Hence,
by creating internal dissention
within the Mugabe govern
ment, the material and moral
support ANC had is sure to
dwindle. At the same time its
political fence is reinforced
around its apartheid policy.
The dream of unity still
lingers, especially among the
new strains of nationalities sur
facing in Africa. Unity, as
many short sighted p o litic ia n s
and laymen see it, is ideal yet
still possible. The main ingre
dient for reaching this goal is
the revitalization o f “ Pan
Africanism” and “ African 5 0’s
and 60’s. The continent resents
neocolonialism. Time is on our
side. A salaamu alai kum.
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Concerto for six
D a C a p o s d o n ’t f r e t
The Da Capo Chamber
Players will present the third
concert in the 1981-82
Lawrence University Chamber
Music Series Friday, March 5,
at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall of
Lawrence University’s MusicDrama Center, 115 N. Park
Ave.

American music.” The Carnegie
Hall Corp. has sponsored an an
nual series of concerts by the
Da Capo Chamber Players for
the past seven seasons.
In addition to their concert
activities in the New York area,
the Da Capo Chamber Players
are active in concerts and

JE R R Y , Jeannie, Jeff, Julie and Joanne Da Capo.
Tickets are $6 for adults and
$4.50 for students and adults
over the age of 62. Reservations
may be made by calling the
Lawrence University Box Of
fice at 735-6749. Box Office
hours are noon-6 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.
Ensemble members Andre
Emelianoff, cello, Joel Lester,
violin, Patricia Spencer, flute,
and Joan Tower, piano, will be
joined by guest artists William
Blount, clarinet, and Les Thim*
mig, bass clarinet, as they pre
sent a program of works by
Debussy, Beethoven and Bach.
The featured work of the pro
gram will be Concerto for Six
Players by guest artist Thimmig. Thimmig has taught at
Yale and the Universtiy of Vic
toria, where he was director of
composition studies at the
U niversity of Wisconsin*
Madison, and was named sax
ophone instructor in 1980.
This season is the 12th for the
Da Capo Chamber Players, who
have received both the Walter
W. Naumburg Foundation
Chamber Music and the Fromm
Music Foundation awards, the
latter for ‘‘The high standards
the group has established in the
performance of contemporary

workshops nationwide. Apart
from their credentials as per
formers, several members of the
group have distinguished
themselves with achievements
in other areas of the music
world, including composition
and theory.
Since its inception, the group
has been dedicated to providing
the best possible setting for the
performance of 20th century
chamber music. With only two
personnel changes in their first
12 years, and a reluctance to
use a conductor, the Da Capo
Chamber Players have aimed to
achieve and to foster the
highest standards of chamber
music performance in both the
recent and older repertoire.
The Da Capo Chamber
Players have premiered more
than 80 new works, many of
them composed for the group,
by both prominent and lesserknown composers. On the occa
sion of their 10th anniversary
concert in New York’s Tully
Hall, they commissioned and
premiered six short works, “A
Bouquet of Da Capos,” in
cluding works by Philip Glass,
George Perle, Shulamit Ran,
Joseph Schwantner, Joan
Tower, and Charles Wourinen.

Connotations
by Stacey Schmeidel
Undaunted by rain, snow,
mid-March slump or the upcom
ing onslaught of finals, the
busy Conservatory schedule
continues, beginning with
tonight’s Chamber Series con
cert by the DaCapo Chamber
Players. This outstanding
ensemble has won not only the
pre stigious
N aum burg
Chamber Music Award, but
also the Froning Music Founda
tion Award for “the high stan
dards the group has established
in the performance of contem
porary American music.” The
concert begins at 8:00 in Harper
Hall--be sure to see this fine
group perform.
The long-awaited ‘‘Evening
of New Music by Lawrence
Composers” will at long last be
presented this Sunday night at
8:00 in Harper Hall. For full
details, read the accompanying
article; in twenty-five words or
less, Lawrence facu lty ,
students, and friends will pre
sent original compositions by
professors Fred Sturm, Robert
Below, Robert Levy, Clyde
Duncan, Marjory Irwin, and
James Ming. This isn’t just
another “interesting” program,
it’s an opportunity to hear first
hand the exciting things that
are happening right here at
Lawrence. Don’t miss it!
The fun continues Monday
night in Harper Hall when Ann
Hodges and pianist Tina Biese
present a recital at 8:00. Ann
and harpischordist Dave Lornson will open the program with
four songs by Brahms which
will be followed by Tina’s per
formance of the Sonata in e
minor by Schubert. An in
teresting and sentimental reu
nion follows when Ann, Dave,
and cellist Stacey Schmeidel
are joined by Ann’ father and
all-around good guy William
Hodges to perform two duets
by Monteverdi. Following inter
mission, Ann and Marty “Con
gratulations are in Order”
Butorac will perform “Nuit
d’Automne” and “Le Jardin by
Samuel Barber. Tina will close
the program with Nocturne by
Faure.
Yes, there is a general stu
dent recital Tuesday at 1 1:10 in
Harper Hall. This reporter was
negligent and forgot to get the
program until it was too late to
get typed into this article.

“Theatre II "

Optimistic alphabet soup
by Cindy Mader
A student directed produc
tion of Samuel Beckett’s one
act play, Theatre II, will be per
formed in Stansbury Theatre,
Thursday, March 11 and Fri
day, March 12 at 8:00 p.m. Ad
mission is free. Directing and
designing the sets, costumes
and lights, Eric Simonson takes
on the absurdist production as
his senior project. “Any design
affects the direction of a play,”
according to Simonson, ‘‘I en
joy having total control over
the production.”
Senior Gregg Mierow plays
“ A ” to junior Campbell Scott’s
“ B .” Scott feels the two
characters make up the mind or
soul of the third character in
Theatre II, “C”, portrayed by
sophomore Steve Kraft.
By reviewing testimonies of
“C’s” relatives and friends,

“A ” and “B ” must decide
whether “C”, should be allowed
to commit suicide. '
“ ‘B’ sticks to the books for
his conclusion, but ‘A ’ is less in
clined to accept the facts as the
only relevancy. ‘A ’ is more com
passionate,’’ Mierow contends.
Simonson feels Beckett gives
the characters letters in place of
names to leave the play wide
open to interpretation. In keep
ing with that openness, comes
the generic name of the play,
Theatre II.
For Kraft, standing during
the entire play with his back to
the audience, it’s a challenge to
“try and stay out of the picture
both mentally and physically”
so he does not break the concen
tration of the two other actors.
In Simonson's opinion, the
most difficult aspect of the
show is directing the character
changes so that the diverse sec-

A r ts

tions follow logically. “From
violence to sentiment; anger to
passivity.”
Mood is the element of the
play the actors and director
want to come across most clear
ly*
One mood making vehicle is
an original instrumental duet
entitled "Variations on a
Theme by Bela Bartok,” com
posed by junior Micheál
Relihan. Ju n io r Jennifer
Pedraza plays flute, and Julie
Schneider, also a junior, plays
oboe on the piece which both
opens and closes the produc
tion.
“ 1 think it ’s obvious 1
directed
the
play
optimistically,” commented
Simonson, “but other than
knowing that, I'd like the au
dience to come in with no
preconceptions and feel it out
for themselves.”

However, it is the last student
recital of the term, there are
five people performing, and it’ll
probably be very worthwhile. (I
messed up again, Mark. I ’m
sorry. I promise I ’ll get it right
next week!)
Six Lawrence Conservatory
faculty will present music of
their own composition and will
be joined by faculty colleagues,
friends and students in “An
Evening of New Music” Sun
day, March 7, at 8 p.m. in
Harper Hall of the MusicDrama Center, 115 N. Park
Ave. The public is invited to the
concert at no charge.
The concert will open with
Fanfare for Sixteen Trombones
and Pre-Recorded Tape by L.U.
graduate, trombonist, and LU
JE director Fred Sturm. This
work was composed in the fall
of 1981 and received its stunn
ing debut at Mr. Sturm’s facul
ty recital last term. Inspired by
H indem ith’s Morgenmusik,
Fanfare is a short piece that
features eight tenor trombones
and eight bass trombones on
pre-recorded sixteen-track tape.
The work is a highly listenable
new experience for those who
are accustomed to watching
while they listen.
Dan Sparks, Carlton Me*
Creery, and Robert Below will
then perform Mr. Below’s Trio
for Clarinet, Cello, and Piano.
Depsite Mr. Below’s vast
understanding of twentieth cen
tu ry styles, th is threemovement work is tonal and
non-experimental in nature.
Composed from January to Ju 
ly of 1968, this work is
dedicated In Memoriam Grant
Graves. “Mr. Graves,” writes
Mr. Below, “was one of my
earliest teachers and a lifelong
example and friend until his un
timely death in July 1966.”
Concluding the first half will
be Stances II by trumpet in
structor and Wind Ensemble
director Robert Levy. This
piece is one of a series of works
representing a view or stance
about music. It was composed
last July and received its
premiere at the Tidewater
Music Festival in Maryland. It
isn’t a “heavy” piece; it is
somewhat “ Ivesian,” quite
dancelike, and features a
brilliant flute solo performed by
Ernestine Whitman. Also per
forming will be violinists Nancy
Messuri and Jenny Himes,

cellists Stacey Schmeidel and
Lea Norris, string bassist Ken
Stephenson, oboist Howard
“No, we can't have a take-home
final” Niblock, bassoonist
Mary Manuel, clarinetist Andy
Nelson, flutist Suzanne Jordheim, and percussionist Herb
Hardt. Mr. Levy will conduct.
Following intermission, tenor
Kenneth Bozeman and Clyde
Duncan will perfrom Mr. Dun
can’s Numina (Four Songs for
Voice and Piano). The four
songs are based on poems by
people Mr. Duncan knew, two
of whom caught at Lawrence.
The piece was composed in the
summer of 1978 and was first
performed here at Lawrence by
Mr. Bozeman and Mr. Duncan
in the spring of 1979. The piece
was w ritte n
w ith
Mr.
Bozeman’s voice in mind; this
performance should be very
personal and very satisfying.
Perhaps the evening’s most
unusual composition techni
ques are found in Marjory Ir
win’s How Now Dow Jones,
which was composed in 1972.
“ AT&T 1960-1970” is an
aleatory work in which the
organization of the pitches was
determined by the performance
of AT&T stock during the six
ties. Most aspects of the piece
represent some aspects of the
stock; for example, the melodic
lines are a graphic depiction of
monthly sales of stock. Because
the piece is aleatory and
rhythmically free, each perfor
mance is different from all the
rest.
The program will conclude
with James Ming’s Music for
Fontainebleau. This piece was
composed in 1960 while Mr.
Ming was studying at the
School of Fine Arts in the Fon
tainebleau Palace, France. The
unusual instrumentation (flute,
clarinet, trombones, oboe, and
string quartet) is a result of the
availability of performers at
Fontainebleau that summer.
While “An Evening of New
M usic
by
Lawrence
Composers” is not a first-of-itskind performance, it is a firstin-a-long time event. Students
rarely have the opportunity to
hear works so recently compos
ed by musicians so closely
related to the stu d e nt’s
academic life. This is a rare and
exciting opportunity--take ad
vantage of it!

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
508 West Wisconsin Ave., Appleton
Contraceptive services, Pregnancy lesting, VD testing and treat
ment. Infertility counseling and sterilization.

All services provided confidentially
Sliding fee scale
Medical Assistance Accepted
for more information and appointments
Call 731-6304

—

W A N T E D

—

D r u m & B u g le C o rp s D ir e c t o r
An Upper Midwest Drum & Bugle Corps is presently
searching for a Corps Director. There are also, a few
openings for staff members in most areas. Past
Drum Corps experience desired, but not essential.
Anyone interested should send a resume, outlining
your background to the following address:
A M E R IC A N O S D R U M & B U G L E C O R P S
c /o R o b e rt M a rtin

1 7 0 9 S m ith S tre e t. N e w L o n d o n , W l. 54961
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F e a tu r e s
Shoot the Moon: divorce American style
by Jeff Wisser
It is an all too rare event
when an American film aims at
both the hearts and minds of its
audience. It is an even rarer
threat when such a film hits
both targets. “ Shoot the
Moon” for the most part, does
just that.
Directed by Allan Parker
(‘‘Midnight Express", “Fame”)
from a script by Beau Goldman
(“One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest,” “ Melvin and Howard”),
“Shoot the Moon” is a moving
intelligent study of the disallusion of an American marriage.
For George and Faith Dunlap
marriage is in a state of utter
disrepair. George, a highly
regarded writer, is both bored
and depressed by the mundane
shape his life has taken. “I t ’s
been so long since I ’ve had a
good time” he tells his wife, “ I
don’t know if I know how.”
Faith too is bored...all too
complaisant with her sole role
as the mother to the four
Dunlap girls and she knows it.
When the children board their
school bus each morning Faith
is left to fend for herself in an
apparently never ending bicker
ing match with her husband.
All this comes to a head early
in the film in an explosive argu
ment which culminates in
George’s storming out of both
the house and the marriage.
Through the rest of the film,
Goldman and Parker honestly
and insightfully probe the con
sequences of George’s depar
ture, including its effect on the
children and the reaction of
each spouse to the others new
mate.
“ Honesty” is the operative
word here. There have been
numerous films on the subject
of divorce made in recent years.
But these films were distress-

ingly lopsided. At the root of
“Kramer vs. Kramer" and “An
Unmarried Woman" for in
stance, were a vindictiveness
and banality which were subse
quently sledge-hammered into
our consciousness. The lives
were drawn in these films, the

separation. He gives us the ge
nuine item-idiosyncrasies and
all and allows us room to think
about it. There’s a tragic sense
here certainly, but as in real life
there’s humor at the same time.
In earlier divorce films there
were comic scenes and tragic

Keaton is finally beginning to
act. Having been trained by
Woody
Allen
to
play
Meshugeneb to his Shamile the
actress has been generally un
convincing in her performances
outside of the “Annie Hall"
mold. She has blithered and
babbled through numerous
dramatic endeavors including

Through his every gesture and
action he conveys an inner
struggle between control and
despair. Finney has been
wasted in schluck like “Wolfin"
and "Looker’’ lately here
regains the flair he showed in
“Tom Jones” and “Murder on
the Orient Express.”
Yet another stunning perfor
mance is that of Diane Hill as

FATHER, Mother, children; in a word: family
“good guy” and “bad gal” (and
vice versa) clearly defined.
Beau Goldman’s “Shoot the
Moon’’ script however, is
a generally honest portrait of
the problem of divorce. If
anyone’s perspective is favored
here it is that of Sherry, the
D u n la p ’s confused young
daughter. There are no pat con
clusions offered here. No easy
resolutions. What there are in
stead are articulate well raised
questions.
Goldman is presenting a
reflection of real life here, not
just another bitter juggernaut
on divorce. He lends understan
ding to all sides of the Dunlap

scenes, but is was an either or
situation, and both came to
seem obligatory. Not so here.
The entire “Shoot the Moon”
story with the possible excep
tion of its conclusion (a week
later the jury is still out on that
one), ressonates with honesty
and truth.
Parker for his part does
justice to Goldm an’s fine
script. With each film, Parker
keeps getting better. Here he
has infused his film with a jarr
ingly cold desolate ambiance
which fits his material perfect
ly. Parker has also made huge
strides in his handling of actors
as best evidence by the perfor
mance he has coaxed out of
Diane Keaton.

“Looking for Mr. Goodbar” and
“ Interiors”, feeling abjectly to
be believable. There have been
hints that she might one day ac
tually act as in the “Godfather
I I" and “ Reds.” But each time
Annie Hall stuck in her narotic
little head.
K eaton’s Faith D unlap
however, is the actress’ best
dramatic work to date. Though
there are brief near lapses into
the old schtick (I counted two)
these are infrequent and quick
ly dispelled. Keaton is strong
and mature in tis outing selling
us almost completey on Faith.
Albert Finney’s George is a
masterful piece of work.

Sherry. The daughter on televi
sions’ “The Two of Us,” Miss
Hill is the first child actor in
years to succeed on talent
alone. There’s no cuteness in
her powerful acting here.
“Shoot the Moon” is the rari
ty of rarities among Amerrican
films - the intelligent honest
drama. Fueled by a poinant in
telligent script, strong direction
and generally superb perfor
mances, the motion picture
scores a success on both visual
and cerebral levels.
Warming The Surgeon General Has Determined
The Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health

Record review

Bosh from Britian: don’t answer The Call
by Paul Bergen
“Rats!” remarked the ir
reverent record reviewer to
Rocky the record retailer,
“where are all the big new
albums?” Wandering through
the bountiful bins of Beggars’
Tune, the conscientious critic
could find nothing of commer
cial quality to criticize. “I guess
it’s a slow week,” replied Rocky
with her irrepressible smile.
“Oh well,” sighed the Lawrentian, displaying his eloquent
talent for conversational ver
biage. Then, turning toward the
menagerie of albums lining the
store’s walls, the restless critic
found his calling. The latest
album The Call sat crying out
for the conscientious critic’s
criticism and caught his eager
eyes ogling over the endless ar*
ray of albums. “I ’U take this
one!” he shouted, and ran home
to pontificate with anticipating
ears.
The Call is a mod group out of
England who try to capitalize
on the one-syllable-noun-grouptitle craze (where in the sixties
we had The Atomic Rooster or
The Electric Grape, now we
have The Call, The Crooks, The
Chords, or The Jolt.) Obviously
influenced by The Jam in their
music and lyrics (as well as
their album cover, which looks
suspiciously like one of the

Jam ’s), The Call try to combine
rawness with complexity in
their music, but end up with
rests and changes of pace which
sound annoyingly pretentious
and serve only as distractions.
Michael Been’s lyrics are in
triguing but end up trouncing
the listener in depressing late
THE C A U

Photo: Cindy Johnson

twentieth century teenage
alienation. His vocals only add
to the listener’s grief as he per
sistently sounds quiveringly
desperate-to the point that by
the end of the album one feels
like a student trying to sleep-in
on a Sunday morning when the
phone starts ringing and no one
will answer it (or, if you prefer
cliches, Been’s vocals are like
nails on a chalk board). The Call
may satisfy those with nerves
of steel, but for others, The Cali

only calls to mind a glass of “Unbearable," and, of course, Hudson’s keyboard is a joy. He
water and a couple of aspirin.
the final song on the album, acutely shows-up The Call with
There are, however, two “Waiting for the End.’ And of some flashy sounding and live
redeeming features to the course the thing to say is that ly finger-work which adds some
album. The first two songs on by the time the last song rolls vitality to an otherwise mun
side one are fairly original and around, the listener is indeed dane song. It made this cons
listenable tunes. “War Weary doing just that—following cientious critic wonder if we
World" is an ominous song Been’s suggestion and waiting could somehow substitute Rob
which asks, “have you heard for the end.
bie, Levon, Rick and Richard
the latest crime/(yeah, we’ve
An odd feature on The Call’s for The Call and call that band
heard it all before)/a weapon album is the appearance of The Call instead. Otherwise,
falls from the sky/(yeah, we’ve former keyboard player for The Garth Hudson and all, The
seen it all before)/buildings live Band, Garth Hudson. His name Call’s only calling would seem
and people die/war weary is prominently advertised on to be in the bargain bins at Beg
world.” On “There’s a Heart the album cover, yet he only gar’s Tune...or maybe they can
Here the tone of alienation is asserts his talent on one song, make a contract with some
set for the rest of the album.
“Flesh and Steel.” The song aspirin company.
Along with a fast rocking pace, leaves much to be desired, but
Been cries, “Oh, I ’m at odds r
with this world/I’m at odds
with myself/I need some reviv
ing/1 need some assurance/a
look from a atranger/or a touch
from a king/w atch your
step/there’s a heart in here.” At
this point in the album this
fe a tu rin g T h e B e s t C h e e s e b u g e r in T o w n
type of theme is touching to the
listener, but as he continues to
hear the same stuff for an entire
Open Daily: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Now Open Sundays: 11 a m to 7 p.m .
album, backed by grinding
guitars and Been’s whining, the
only place he is really touched is
in the center of his head, where
a swelling pain begins to
emanate. The titles of the songs
alone are enough to give rise to
a headache: “Doubt,” “Fulham
M ild M e d iu m H o t
E»t im i
Blues,” ‘‘Flesh and Steel,”
326 I ColUg* Ave , AppMo* — 731-5444

DINE IN or CARRYOUT

Real Chili
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-------------- F e a t u r e s
Old World, New World
“God setteth the solitary in
fa m ilie s ”
say
the
Psalms...What David knew, in
saying this was that brothers
and sisters and parents bound
closest together often find one
another strangely distant, and
the relationships which form
the crucible of lives often seem
the most inexplicable and
unreal. Yet though each
member of a family lives his life
in solitude, he does not live in
isolation—his character, his
faith, his gestures, are ir
revocably defined and informed
by his life in a family. Brothers,
sisters, parents play out an in
evitable and conjured drama in
sad, individual beauty, solitary,
but not alone.
The family tradition in the
novel is a venerable one. It is an
ambitious task, the making of a
fictional history, one which
demands of an author three
primary commitments. First,
he must constantly exercise a
depth and acuity of vision into
the unique psychological course
of his individual characters’
lives, else they will be possess
ed into an unconvincing
flatness by the scope of the
novel. Second, he must be
faithful to both the outlines and
the details of family relation
ships over such a length of
time, else he runs the risk of
either calcifying a living and
dynamic organism or arbitrari
ly isolating his characters in
two or three of their most spec
tacular facets, thus presenting
not a family, but a menagerie of
grotesques. Finally, and most
importantly, since he has most
control over it, he must achieve
an accuracy of language and
tone which captures not merely
the superficial of an event in the
life of the family, or even the
deeper aspects of how it may
have appeared to the members
of the family themselves, but
rather the human truth in the
moment, which not only
establishes a character is real,
rather the willful creation of the
authors, but ultimately links
reader, author and character in
a human dialogue of sympathy.

Dintenfass, in Old
World, New World, explores
the life of one family, the
Liebers, through eight decades
and three generations. Though
the scope of the novel is broad
and the narrative wild and
wide-ranging, an honest and
concrete realization of the dif
ficult lives of the individual
Liebers in their relation to one
another often is not achieved.
The book lacks a foundation of
psychological verismilitude or
emotional faithfulness to the
complexities and ambiguities of
family life. It is flashy, facile
and ultimately false; a feathery
and lyrical prose sweeps easily
over the lives of the characters,
never truly seeing them or bin
ding them together with
a n y th in g
deeper
than
congurer’s tricks of the empty
grotesque- in prose, character
and action.
The fundamental flaw in the
novel, which renders its am
bitious subject most unsatisfy
ing, is that the Lieber “brood”
do not share any genuine ties to
one another, their personalities
develop, it seems, in isolation,
and their relationships with one
another are too broadly outlin
ed and formulaic to render them
believable as human beings.
The only element which
justifies their lives as Liebers,
their extraordinary tragedies
and quirky loves and losses, is
the mystery of their “blood”.
The Lieber blood seems a com
plex solution. Indeed, it seems
there is so much coursing
through these peoples’ arteries,
one wonders what exactly this
“blood” is, or how they can
possibly survive such clottage.
There is “ madness,” “despera
tio n ," “ tortured history,”
“ music,” ‘‘old cautionary
voices,” "old aristocracy” and
"strangeness” in it (one
wonders, perhaps, how the
music and the voices could be
heard over the din of
everything else). Thus it is that
the parents, Sophie and Jacob,
their nine children, and their
grandchildren are mystically
bound together by their blood.
Mark
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This element in the novel is
crucial, because it covers the
narrative and the characters in
an attractive half-truth. Cer
tainly, these are bonds in
families which are profound and
ultimately inexplicable, which
perhaps can only be described
as the bonds of “blood.”
D intenfass asserts this
mystery, not only through the
device of the Lieber blood, but

tions. Thus, their characters
neatly pigeonholed, they are
free to roam the strange course
of their lives.
They “roam” because they do
not grow or move naturally
through the events which make
up the selective, fragmented
narrative of their lives. Dinten
fass’ fertile imagination or
quirky vision has succeeded too

when “swooning souls merge
together;” one brother-in-law
disappears, leaving only a
“hard stool, his lust,” behind
him; “violent halos” or “bluish
glows” surround Lieber’s
hands at moments of crisis;
“eternity glares” in a sanc
tuary. These moments of fan
tasy add an illusion of richness
to the texture of the novel, yet
ultimately seem hollow and
forced. They do not naturally
arise out of the fabric of society,
family or culture which the
Liebers move through; they
contradict their lives and spirit
and seem affected and
deliberately distorted. The
description d uring these
moments often slips into an im
possibility of metaphor or
description, as in “Eternity
glared in the sanctuary,” which
further dangers their credibili
ty. Ultimately, we feel they oc
cur simply because the author
wanted them too, not out of the
deep necessary coherence of the
characters lives.
That “eternity” can “glare”
anywhere is diffucilt to under
stand, as is much of the prose in
Old World, New World. “Time
itself” blows through Sam “like
a slow wind.” A difficult pro
position to accept. Molly loses
her virginity “impailed like an
insect on a great rubied pin,”
surely something not to be
desired. Sam’s wife moves
among the Liebers “like an elf
among apes;” perhaps Jane
Goodwall could help us with
that one. There are “scents of
valediction” in the air, “words
ja b b in g ” against ‘‘tender
skulls,” “ alien universes,”
“sodden twilight joys” warm
ing “faces” and at one point,
“chaos was everywhere.” These
descriptions, though finely
phrased, at times even ex
quisite, really mean very little,
and serve only to coat the novel
in a sweet lyrical covering.
Though there are niceties of
phrasing and intricacies of
structure in Old World, New
World—for example, the first
and last words of the book neat
ly enclose the story, and the
nine chapters parallel the nine
Lieber children, and, most in
tricately, the narrator himself
often moves directly into the
story, drawing the reader with
him—the novel ultimately fails
to capture the difficult and in
dividual reality of the Liebers’
lives. Perhaps most disappoin
ting, is that the lyrical texture,
the interwoven structure, the
wild and leaping narrative, of
the novel are all so selfcontained-the book poses no
questions, seeks no answers, at
tempts no new way of viewing
these lives. Perhaps Nobokov
was right; “Novels of ideas,” he
said, “are topical trash.” But to
attempt to explore such a deep
subject as the deathlessness of
a family amidst the process of
life and death, and not reflect
on it, is to do a disservice, not
merely to some doctrine or
critical vision, but to the novel
itself.

also by repeatedly breaking in well in Old World, New World.
to the narrative with questions There are strange incidents, im
such as “who can pretend to probable coincidences which are
understand such things?,” and too conveniently arranged and
imperatives such as “don’t ask w hich sweep away the
how.” But these ties though believability of the loves of his
tenuous and profound, are not characters. For example,
ineffable; they m anife st Hymie’s final collapse occurs
themselves in subtle and in during a visit to the “nice,
tricate gestures, phrases and quiet” brother the family doc
actions. The novelist, if he is to tor frequents. As the poor boy
succeed in rendering his is ascending the stairs with one
characters truly and in  of the “young girls,” he is
tegrating them believably with shocked into permenant mental
their environment, needs to anguish by the sight of his
capture these more elusive, ne’er-do-well brother-in-law,
Davey Furst “still tugging at
more difficult moments.
The Liebers, however, are his zipper as he galumphed
drawn broadly and they act down.” (By the way, an
upon one another in a generally anachronism-zippers were not
predictable manner. For exam part of men’s fashions until the
1930’s - Davey Furst would
ple, Sam, the eldest, assumes,
at a crucial moment, the role of have buttoned his fly “ as he
father for the family—he has galumphed down.”) What is
moxie, he is reliable, but full of false about this scene, aside
frustrated and limited ambi from its gratuitious bizar
tions. Deborah is an abstract- reness, is that all we have been
minded, mystical sister, who led to believe about the family
falls in love once in her life and doctor and Davey Furst virtual
when her finace dies two weeks ly guarantees that they
before the wedding, she natural wouldn’t frequent the same
ly retires into decades of kind of brothel in New York Ci
ty. The coincidence is too neat,
strange spinsterhood. Hymie
hides in closets, and ends up in the artifice and machinery of
the novel creaks, and splits
an asylum. Their individual
open, revealing the rather
stories are not linked by any
but the most obvious explana willful string of similar in
tions—Rose, half-blind and ug cidents which plague the story.
In addition to these strange
ly, is the only one who truly
destinies which worked not
loves the emotional cripple,
through the Lieber s lives, but
Hym ie, while Moe, the
from above them by an-all-tooyoungest, doted on by his
visible hand, there are
mother and all the sisters, is
numerous instances where pure
secure and sensitive and
fantasy takes over, and we
fathers five daughters himself.
enter a magical realm, yet one
These Liebers are what E.M.
which is not carefully prepared
Forster
called
‘ ‘ flat
by
the
social or
characters;” they are con for
psychological background of
structed around one or two
the story. Deborah communes
ideas or qualities, usually exag
with ghosts, and is perhaps
gerated, and these qualities
authentically clairvoyant; there
serve as convenient emotional
are moments of “telepathy”
pennants
which
recur
throughout the novel, and
which are easily recognized.
Reliability, sensuality, insanity
mark Sam and Molly and
h e
Hymie for the reader, and are
remembered as the uniting nar
rative slufts through isolated
characters and bizarre in
cidents. They are not changed
N e x t W e e k : N o t h i n g A t A ll
in any real sense by their ex
periences, there is a comforting
permanence in their descrip
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There will be no Lawrentian next week, making this issue the last of the termand.
for some of us, the last ever, with any luck. Mill and Marx, Chinese factionalism, Ben
Jonson, Soviet musicology (nice topic, Mose), and the Sistine ceiling await us in the
tenth week, and though wewill no longer beable to exerciseour personal prejudices in
gross dereliction of our journalistic duties, wecan do something now: wecan take one
last, long gratuitous potshot at anything that comes to mind at this small hour in
these dingy offices.
First, the staff itself. Rick Moser, Packard Bold in this week’s staff box, has con
tributed so very little of any substance to the paper that, like Abou ben-Adham, he
heads the list. He's written only one article outright, had Blowers carry him through
this week's lead, yet still insists on bringing all the papers over to Samson house and
taking thecredit for the efforts hehas solittle to do with. He's just bucking for a swell
recommendation from Warch, and he still needs a date.
David Weber is the man you all have to thank for the quandry the Lawrentian
was in, until this week, about third-termeditors. Webs pied out, pure and simple. He
actually believed that after three straight terms of this thing that hewas somehowex
cused from his duty. Nice attitude. In order to measure his contribution this term,
consider that he had been in charge of the front page layout until last week when, for
the first time, we did something different. Thanks to Webs, we ll all have to suffer
through Paul Bergen and Kathy Doyle, two real greenhorns, and whatever cretins
they can dig up, next term.
There's a very sad story behind Tony Hurtig's celibacy this term; they're even
thinking of making one of those sentimental made-for-TV movies about it. It’s done
him a world of good, though, coming into the office and moping around, trying sadly
to absorb some of the vitality and vigor of the place. He's been dead weight, ineffec
tual and flaccid, but he's a plucky sort, and we all hope things work out for him,
somewhere.
David Lawson, a balding and obese fellowwho shows the most remarkable capaci
ty for middle age of any 21-year-old we've ever encountered, needs to dry out, go on
the wagon, cold turkey. His liver is shot, and though he still claims some mental
capability, seeing him stumble and drool around the office has shown us the dangers
of gin, beer and sterno —never mix them. Needless to say, his onecontribution to the
paper has been the porn he so gleefully digs up out of his tawdry and ragged library
for the Pabst ad.
Hugh Dellios is living a lie. He wears bandanas, he plays ultimate frisby, he went
on the Slavic trip, quit football, and plays the guitar. A real relevant, right? Wrong.
Dellios, whose real name is Arnold Fertig, is an Andy Frain usher whose ultimate am
bition is to lead the John Birch Society to national prominence. He is using his ex
perience at Lawrence as deep background for his lifelong commitment to deporting all
Deadheads and poets. He buys Nestle products all the time.
Kathy Doyle goes to all her classes, and so contributed nothing to the paper this
term. Her name was on the art department article out of pity and because we neededa
scapegoat, and knew she would take any abuse terribly. We were right, and it was
great fun.
It was Cindy Johnson, then, not Doyle, who was the real token female on the staff.
Her easygoing manner, her ability to keep us up, her willingness to try anything on
layout, made her the perfect companion for all of us. Extension 6883, anytime.
J.B. Rees is an insufferable character. On first meeting him, he seems merely ec
centric, but spend any amount of time with him and his quirks, foibles and generally
bizarre personality really wear you down. Well, thank you.
Dave Blowers will be upset over being mentioned last, which is precisely the
reason that he is. Blowers is an incompetent prima donna, long past his prime. He
would like to thank all three people who made it through the Wrolstad saga.
Finally, the people who really deserve thanks for their time and devotion to the
Lawrentian this term, the people who really made it go: TomSkinner, Andy Hazucha,
Kate Spath, Fred Bartol, Jim Hawks and all the folks at Real Chili.
All writing is slanted, as E.B. White pointed out. “Every writer leans some way,
no man was born perpendicular, though some think they wereborn upright.” We may
be still up at six a.m., but we certainly aren’t right about doing it.
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Small houses: not dead?

Are you tired of the "stan
dard” Saturday night Phi Delta
party? Bored with the occa
sional "spontaneous" Ormsby
pit gatherings? Would you be
interested in an alternative to
dorm life other than enlisting in
a fraternity or becoming an off
campus recluse? Is the lack of
social options getting you
down, m aking you feel
claustrophic?
If you answered yes to any of
the above'questions then you
are probably one of the people
that the "View from the Desk"
two weeks ago was directed
towards. Without question that
editorial was correct in stating
that, "we tend to pigeonhole in
dividuals into groups, and
retreat comfortably ourselves
into a common, unquestioned
identity...” Certainly the fact
that these tendencies are
universal in nature can be used
as an excuse for their
prevalence on Lawrence’s cam
pus; but it shouldn’t be this
way.
As the administration often
reminds us, college is a place
not just for academic advance
ment but also a place where you
can grow as an individual and
begin to establish your own
identity. Involvement in cam
pus programs, theatre, the arts,
or administrative committees
should play an important part
in a student’s development as
an individual. Because of the
size of our University everyone
has the opportunity to par
ticipate in these functions and
yet relatively few members of
our community actually do.
We need only look as far as
the applications, or lack
thereof, for the editor’s position
for next term’s Lawrentian, or
the ever decreasing attendance
at University functions to
substantiate this.
The question then is why. Is
this lack of participation really
due to lethargic, lazy students
or the more general trend of
conservatism that is sweeping
our nations campuses? Are you
willing to admit that it is,
"through smallness of spirit or
of conviction, or simple conve
nience” that we sit idly by and
allow this community to erode
beyond recognition?
I for one, refuse to accept
these and other cliched explana
tions. They just automatically
roll off the tongue without any
real thought or deliberation.
They are, in a sense, typical of
the uniformly conformist at

mosphere found on this campus
today. I don’t believe that all of
the blame for this stifling
climate should be placed on the
student body. True, ultimately
it is up to in n o v a tiv e ,
m otivated in d iv id ua ls to
generate movement and con
cern, but the trend is too wide
spread for such a conclusion.
Many of these more mobile
members of the community
have tossed up their hands in
resignation; some have even
left seeking greener pastures
elsewhere. Our loss.
What can be done to broaden
the spectrum of opportunities
for social interaction? Up until
two years ago Lawrence offered
students several houses out of
the many that it owns as alter
natives to dorm or fraternity
life. These houses, known as the
small houses, were assigned in
the lottery each year in the
manner that the sections in
dorms are set aside as blocks.
They allowed students the op
portunity to live with a group of
friends in an atmosphere com
pletely different from on-campus alternatives. And yet the
people in them were a much
more integral part of campus
life than are the people who now
live off campus or even those
people who live in fraternities.
Small houses had parties
regularly in order to prevent
the isolation of their in
habitants. These parties were
different from house to house as
the Phi Delt differ from Beta
parties. They provided a much
more homey atmosphere than
could be found anywhere else.
It was not uncommon to run in
to a group of people sitting in a
room singing and playing
guitars or possibly a friendly
card game; new participants
were always welcome.
This atmosphere was always
there to be enjoyed by anyone
who cared to drop by for a visit.
The style of living was open
because the people in the
houses were always in such
close contact; they had to be in
order to coexist within such a
tight framework. This style of
living was reflected in the open
ness of the people, who inspired
new ideas with an enthusiasm
that helped bring other people
out of their cubby holes as well.
It meant that people who need
ed some sort of group identity
but couldn’t or didn’t wish to
find it in a sorority or fraternity
could possibly find that identi
ty in a small house.

We ’re Sorry

So what happened to the
small houses?
During the ’79-’80 school
year, Rik Warch’s first year as
president, the administration
decided that the small houses
were simply too expensive for
the university to offer to the
students as a housing option. It
was said that it cost $40,000 a
year to keep the houses open to
students and that it simply was
not worth it. Yet, now that the
houses are closed the university
has been forced to allow
students to live off campus, an
option that had never before
been offered. This means a loss
of $1,700 per student per year
in room and board—thus
everyone lost to the off-campus
option. This means that the ap
proximately 30 students allow
ed off campus this year repre
sent a loss of $51,000 a year to
the school.
On top of that a large sum of
money (30,000?) was found
somewhere for the remodeling
of Raymond House so that it
can be used by the administra
tion. Then even more money
was found so that we could
have tacky brown signs and
cute little benches spread
across campus. Somewhere,
supposedly, Lawrence is going
to come up with millions of
dollars to build a new recrea
tional facilty, and no doubt, will
see more lobby influence im
provements in the future.
I ask, if there is money for
these things, and since it seems
Lawrence is losing money by
having closed the doors to the
houses, why can’t they be
reopened? They are all being
rented now but leases do run
out. The current administration
doesn’t seem to be showing
much interest in the students
wants or needs. Let’s see a
show of faith. Reopen the small
houses for a two year trial. Of
fer an alternative to dorm and
frat life that will add to the life
of the campus. Let’s see if the
students here really lack con
viction or suffer from smallness
of spirit or if the administration
killed an avenue for the show of
these traits by closing the
houses. If it’s a show of force
the administration wants, let’s
give them one. Don’t simply
gaze at these ideas and flip to
the personals. However you
feel, shake off the doldrums,
stand up, and be counted.
—Matt Bedell

R a g , rag , ra g

To: Lawrentian Staff:
Last fall (check dated 9-4*81)
I sent $,900 to cover the cost of
a subscription to the Lawrence
student newspaper. I did not
receive any copies until late in
the fall, when three issues arriv
ed at once. Since Christmas I
haven’t received any copies at
all!
May I please get either a par
tial refund or the back issues 1
have missed? Thank you.
MRS. T.P. ANDERSON

To:The Lawrentian
From: Tim Buckingham
6143 Lee Avenue North
Brooklyn Center, MN. 65429
Dear Editors &c.:
I am still waiting for my
papers.
Do you treat the various
parents and alumni who
subscribe with the same lack of
service and concern that I am
getting?
HEYi! Are you assholes
listening!?
Love, -TIM BUCKINGHAM
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Geologist “Standardized”
sidered in the L.U. geology se course catalogue.
quence, but because of the
“Did we miss the boat
terms when the courses in ques someplace?’’ one senior queried.
tion were offered, this year’s Indeed, those geology majors
seniors could not have taken who took the test this year are
the appropriate course before good students who have been
taking the GRE. This does not getting good grades in geology
mean that the course prepara here at Lawrence, and a couple
tion is inadequate at Lawrence, of whom have already com
for in the past some Lawrence pleted terms of field study.
students have scored quite well “ I ’m truly surprised at the per
on the exam. However, as a re formance this year,” exclaimed
quirement for major, the GRE
Dr. Ross.
seems inappropriate in light of
Students and professors are
its limited function as a mere in hard pressed to offer an ex
dication of specific knowledge, planation as to why the scores
and not a very accurate one at were so low this year. In part,
that.
since the scores do reflect on
There are, as Dr. Tank points course offerings in the depart
out, options for the requirement ment, there will always be areas
available for the student who of unfamiliarity, but which Dr.
either decides not to take the Tank expects are areas that
GRE in October or that person students should have read up
who does take it and fails to on, perhaps over the summer.
show a “satisfactory perfor The possibility of e. muchmance.” What is satisfactory? changed test might have also
On the basis of past student explained the lower scores, but
performances, the geology no significant change in either
department decided that a content or format was announc
score at or above the 50th ed by the Educational Testing
percentile would constitute Service, the company which ad
satisfactory performance and ministers and grades the test.
fulfill the requirement. The op •Said one senior, “ It was
tions, however, were announced definitely a tougher test to raw
formally in a memo to junior score on.” Finally, it is most
and senior geology majors, likely in the nature of the GRE
dated January 8 , 1982, some itself, a test at odds with the
months after the test was Lawrence ph iloso phy of
taken. Besides the successful teaching more than just reams
completion of the GRE, the of fact. When Lawrence
department told its majors that students don't score well as a
they would have the option of class, despite the fact that L.U.
either a senior-seminar paper or geology students in the recent
submission of an honors paper. past have typically gone on to
What prompted this memo was great success in graduate pro
the fact that not a senior taking grams, the validity of the
the GRE this year reached the requirement is called into ques
50th percentile, and thus all but tion.
Inevitably, G R E ’s are a fact
one student did not meet the re
quirement as listed in the of life for the graduate school

bound, and this is no less true
for the Lawrence geology ma
jor. This year, the additional
pressure put upon geology ma
jors, not only to score well for
the sake of graduate school ap
plication but also to fill a re
quirement upon which gradua
tion is contingent, needn’t have
been there. Next year all three
options will be listed in the
course catalogue. Problems will
remain though. Over the next
three years the geology depart
ment will be hitting its sab
batical sequence, making it dif
ficult for current juniors
especially, to fill their re
quirements in a less than hectic
fashion.
The geology major will re
main, hopefully, a well-balanced
component in the overall
scheme of a Lawrence educa
tion and, as it has been in the
past, “ a springboard to
graduate work” and industry.
Dr. Tank expresses interest in
seeing more consistency among
departments in offering to
seniors
some
type
of
culminating experience. Dr.
Ross hopes that more students
will work towards honors as a
way of meeting the fifth re
quirement. Senior geology ma
jors interviewed were basically
amenable to some form of a
comprehensive experience for
the major and were unified in
their apprehension about the
GRE requirement. It would on
ly be fair that the Lawrence
geology faculty reconsider all
those factors important to the
student geologist at Lawrence,
and make requirements and
goals of the department clearer
to all from the outset.

F lo t s a m

Activities revisited
Lonnquist: Well, you’ll find
that even in the status quo,
that just isn’t the way things
happen. LUCC, for example,
has a budget of $34,500. They
financially support groups as
diverse as Christian Fellowship
and the Committee on Gay
Awareness. Not everyone on
campus supports these groups,
but everybody pays, in the long
run, for LUCC. We can do some
figuring: The Comprehensive
Fee pays for about 65% of the
cost of a student’s educa
tion—the rest comes from en
dowments and such; O.K., so
m ultiply that $34,500 of
LUCC’s by .65 and divide it by
a thousand students—it works
out that each student is suppor
ting LUCC to the tune of
$22.43. You can do the same
thing with the budget for the
A rtis ts ’ Series, which is
$24,900. I ’m not, God knows,
saying that’s a bad thing: on
the contrary, it’s a very good
thing. I ’m simply showing you
that what I ’m proposing isn’t
radically different from how
things have operated in the
past. As a matter of fact, we re
the only ACM school left that
still charges admission for its
events.
Lawrentian: How do you sup
pose this will affect the quality
of our various programs?
Lonnquist: Basically, not at
all. The programs themselves
will remain good, but they’ll be
opened up to more people. No
one will have to stay away from
the Weekend Film because they
don’t happen to have a $1.50.
People can go to a concert
without risking five or six
bucks. They ’ll go to movies and

attend events that they other
wise wouldn’t have bothered
with. Some more exposure to
the arts: that’s a good thing.
Lawrentian: Say something
about Wrolstad’s reluctance to
raise the Comprehensive Fee
even more.
Lonnquist: Mr. Wrolstad is
an excellent fiscal manager. He
does an outstanding job. If you
look at our sister institutions in
the ACM, especially at room
and board costs and plant
maintenance—well, his leader
ship becomes very apparent.
Deep down we have the same
goal—keeping students’ ex
penses down. He’s looking at
the Comprehensive Fee from
the point of view of the prospec
tive student. I ’m looking at
things from the point of view of
somebody already enrolled. For
those people, I think the
economic advantage is obvious;
for the prospective looking at
Lawrence, maybe a little less
so. Well, 1 think Mr. Busse and
the Admissions Office could do
a fine job of playing up on the
new total comprehensiveness of
the fee.
Lawrentian: Who decides?
Lonnquist: The Planning
Team. They try to look at the
needs of the University as a
whole. As far as LUCC goes,
even though the final decision
isn’t theirs, we’ve sought out
their approval because—well, it
affects them, the students,
more than anyone else; they’re
the ones who stand to gain by
it. If LUCC disapproves of the
plan after figuring out what it’s
all about, I d not only be disap
pointed, I ’d be surprised; but
the Office of Campus Life
wouldn't continue to push it

Jill does Jack

V a n it ie s o n s t a g e
by Ben Neumann
“Vanities’’, a play by Jack
Heifner, will be presented this
weekend at 8:00 in Cloak
Theatre. The show is directed by
.Jill Karr, a senior theatre ma
jor.
“Vanities" tells the story of
three women growing up during
the 1960’s. Each of the three
acts takes place during a dif
ferent period in the women’s
lives. In the first act we see
them as high school students
nearing the end of their senior
year. In act two they are college
sorority girls, again preparing
for graduation. During the final

act, we see them ten years after
their college graduation, a time
during which they have slowly
drifted apart. As the play
develops, so does the distinct
personality of each character.
The cast consists of Karen
Wagner as Mary, Betsy
McNeely as Kathy, and Angie
Smithmeier as Joanne. Craig
McKenzie designed the lights,
and the set was designed by Jill
Karr.
“Vanities” promises to be an
interesting show. There is no
advance ticket sale, so come
early if you want to get a good
seat.

SENIORS!
R E S U M E S P R IN T E D
★ White or color stock
★ Fast Service
★ Typing Service Available

T h e

C o p y

S h o p

819 W. COLLEGE AVE. APPLETON. Wl 54911
QUALITY, QUICK PRINTING

PHONE 733 6627

BEVERLY RU SCH
District 574 Sales Manager

SECON D DAY OF EUROPEAN YOUTH
A N D STUDENTS FO R DISARM AM EN T

Avon Selling Can Help
You Earn Money For College

FLEXIBLE HOURS HIGH SSS
734-0078

Call Mrs. Rusch at

—
Box 241, A ppleton, Wl. 54911

H i C aro l
by Dennis Moran
occasional dorm parties or a
trip to the Union. Sure, you can
go to movies, recitals, convoca
tions, plays, or concerts in the
chapel, but even going to these
events does not mean that you
will meet the people involved in
the organization or perfor
mance of these activities.
Rumors no doubt, will con
tinue to circulate on the
Lawrence campus. It would be
unreasonable to expect otherdividual with a fetish or
premeditated acts of sabotage
would probably be better off
transferring to Johns Hopkins.
The team would like to wish
good luck to Mary Kirk as she
travels to Detroit this weekend
for the NCAA Regionals in Fen-
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ifLrjre
TO B E S O M E O N E m ust be a
wonderful thing, to be rich and
have lots of fans, have lots of girls
to prove th a t I'm a man, and be
n u m b e r one — an d
lik e d
by
everyone.________________ — TheJ am
IF
YOU
SEE
M E - lo o k
aw ay—’Cause I d o n ’t ever w ant to
catch you looking at me—Mr.
Clean.
________ —The Jam
1 H A T E Y O U and your wife, and
if 1 get the chance I ’ll f*ck up your
life— M r. Clean.
—The Jam
H E IS T H E H E A D boy at the
school. He is the captain of the
team. He is so gay and fancy. A n d I
wish I could have all the money
he’s got. I wish I could be like
D avid W atts.
—The Jam
S U N D A Y , from 6:00-6:45, tune
in to W L F M . D avid Kline and
Carol McConnel interview Eric
Simonson and members of the cast
of Theatre I I on “ In sigh ts and
A nswers.’’ Jam es O lski; engineer.
IS C A M P B E L L SCOTT “ infortunately uncapable” or “ unfor
tunately incapable’’ of saying that
line the way Beckett wrote it??!!
F O R T U N A T E L Y . Cam pbell will
be capable by M arch 11, (opening
night!) (Tease the stagemanager.
will you???!!!)______________________
D A V E M .—So, it's your birth
da y !!! Make it m emorable!!! Come
and collect your kiss!
—Friend
___ From First Floor
Q: W h a t do these men have in
common:
1. Steve K raft
2. G regg Mierrow
3. Cam pbell S cott
A. They’re all in Eric Sim onson's
production. Theatre II, M arch 11
and 12 in S tansbury Theatre. Open
to the public^ free of charge._______
L I B —We are temporarily under
the spell. W e still remember you,
and the standards we have set. Are
we hoping for a quick recovery? O n 
ly tim e will tell...H appy Hour
liyesH!_____________________ CA/UTS
S and L —“ ...A nd then there are
those who d o n 't’’_________________ A
P IG T O O T H —Are you em bar
rassed or ju s t over heating?
__________________________ —Special
N IL S S O N
and
J O H N S O N —Landscape and In 
terior Design; Bogus Anderson.
Business M anager; K. Fillmore.
W recking Crew.____________________
TO M Y M IN N E S O T A T W I N - I
hope you had a good time last Fri
day!_______________“The Blond One"
TO O U R B IG S IS - W e hope you
had fun la st S a tu rd a y m o rn
in g - e v e n if it w asn’t w ith us.
___________ —The Minnesota Twins
T O A D —You're G reat...U2 M om !
__________________________ —Special
B E R N A D E T T E —D o not feat
the D ism al Sw am p! P.S. Thanks
for a great weekend!
_____________________ —Love, Henry
TO
THOSE
OF
ROOM
346—M om is wearing her green
shirt. Where is the key? H a lf of it is
in the door. Pass me a daiquiri.
Where the hell is the paper and pen
cil? Can you hold me necklace? I t is
so hot! T hanks for m aking it so
special!____________ Love, Dr. Phibes
TA S O E U R —W ell you made it
through the week. Je suis choque!
________________________ —Ta Soeur
C H R I S —I hope you get angel
food instead of white. Have fun at
your party anyway9. H appy birthday._________________________________
M E G A N — F r u its tr ip e — H a p p y
b irthd ay (a day later). Have a wild
t ime tonight._______________________
K R I S S Y & K E R R Y - D o n ’t
worry I haven’t forgotten you.
________________ — Your Pledge S.S.
H A P P Y B IR T H D A Y M egan &
C h r i s ! ______ ______ ________
T O J E N N I F E R N IL S S O N :
Y o u ’re going to D anny 's pledge for
mal, b u t his body is mine.
—Double D. Danny <8 Derrick
C U Z —Break a leg! I ’m so proud.
H ave f u n . _________________ —Cuz
J .K ....re m e m b e r ‘‘i t ’s only a
m ovie” and besides, i t ’s wonderful
anyway._________________________
M A R Y —Y ou c an ’t do th a t in a
parked car! W h a t would people
th in k ! G reat jo b, sweetie!
_______________________ —Love, C.B.

Campus in Briefs

J O A N N E —D o n 't break a leg on
those cartwheels! Break a leg
to n ig ht though, thanks sweetie!
___________
Love, C.B.
K A T H Y —Can you imagine not
being popular! You're the best!
Thanks sweetie!
Love, C.B.
S H A D O W —You're the sunshine
in Vanities.__
Love, C.B.
G R E A T T R U C K for sale- C all
Chris Mitchell, 735-6786.
S H O E —Seven may not have
been heaven, b ut eight will be
great!_____________________ Cub Dud
ON B E H A L F O F D E L T A G A M 
M A , one old V P would like to
gratefully acknowledge the Pan
Hellenic persistence of Lynn G or
don (looks nice in anchors), Lizz
Read (my hero), Chris W ilkinson
(moi) and all rem aining Kappa
A lpha Thetas who freed us from
o u r p e n n y - b o n d a g e . A n c h o rs
aweigh, the kites saved the day.
(Nancy Olson, I ’ll never forgive the
Tuesday meeting)__________________
PLEASE.
PLEASE,
P L E A S E ...F o r m any students the
library is the only place to study.
The quality of their acadm ic work
depends on the study atmosphere
of the building. Please heat^jt.__
W E L C O M E to the Tasty IF...
A N D W E L C O M E B A C K to one
A .A .G . T hanks for being here.
M O I —You are too old for me. It
has been a tough nine weeks buddy.
T H E B A I L I F F S are oid too.
T R A C Y K E I T H - “ I need a
M A N !!!”___________________________
TO T H E B R O T H E R S of Sigm a
Phi Epsilon—W e would like to ex
press our appreciation for a great
dinner out, and super company!

—the Sisters of
____ Kappa Kappa Gamma
S E N D M IC H E L E and Joel C a m 
ping F u n d — Please send donations
t o ^ o lm a n 228._____
M A R G O T ! S pring is coming,
P la n t z
your
g a rd e n
now .
Cucumbers and tomatoes would be
n ice.
________________________
S H E R Y L — Now I know my
A B C ’s, MikejP w on't you play w ith
me?!____________________ —Professor
Q U O T E O F T H E W E E K - “ If
my shoes weren't there th ey’d
touch the ground. Really, they
w ould.’’_______________________C-face
L I Z —"B u n n y R a b b it” , too m any
men, too little tim e.
G O-GO—W here’s the guy with
t he curly hair???___________________
J E A N N A —You're m uch better
than an All-Nighter! Anytim e!
__________________ Pineapples X XO
R O L L O V E R A L IS O N , You're
w ith a F I G I this m orning!_________
O H P O IS E D P O R K E R ^ You
know we L O V E you! Y o ur sisters.
TO T H E G U Y w ith R E A L Pen
ny^ L o a f e r s ^ r e ^ o u available?!!!
T H E P E R S O N A L S which ap
peared in last week’s Lawrentian
and contained the name of Pro
fessor Jo h n Dreher are not to be
construed as in any way represen
ting the views of Mr. Dreher. Nor
were these personals written or
subm itted by Mr. Dreher._________
K A T IE —Y o u ’re my favorite big
sis! Thanks so m uch for all y o u ’ve
done for m e...introducing me to
T H E T A , letting me know when I ’m
right or wrong, toilet papering my
room, soaping my windows; the
black slip, the pu dd le j u mper...!__
F O X Y M A M A ! W e love you!
________
The Preps
J U M B O 's No. 1—The
F an Club. M .K . Presiding

Ju m b o

Achtung!
C e le b r a te ! ’82 w a n ts y o u r
organization to participate in this
year's event on S unday, May 9. If
you would like to operate a conces
sion, organize performance or ex
hibition, or help w ith planning,
please contact Toni Nizzi at ext.
6863. W e need help in the following
areas: Publicity. Technical Crew
a n d C o n ce s s io n s. H e lp m ake
Celebrate! ’82 the best ever!!!

Put some fun in your academic
life...be a tour guide or host for the
A dm ission Office! Applications are
available at the reception desk in
Brokaw Hall. Deadline is Tuesday,
March 30, 1982.

Keller M ight G raduate
A fter A ll
The V iking Room Com m ittee in
vites applications for the position
of V iking Room Manager. In 
terested students can pick up ap
plications from Marge V an Roy at
the M e m o ria l U n io n M o n d a y
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m . Responsibilities include:
Training, supervision, scheduling
Sign Up Now to Waste
and
d i s c ip li n e
of
s tu d e n t
Time Later
A tten tio n those going abroad bartenders; inventory control; coor
third term: A pplications for posi dination of special V iking Room
tions on LU C C and U niversity events. A pplications m ust be sub
committees may be obtained from m itted no later than M arch 8, 1982.
your L U C C rep. or a member of ex Term of appointm ent will run from
ec. board for the 82-83 academic Term I I I 1982 th ro ug h Term II
1983.
year.

Flowing Juices

Lawrence University
Prizes in English, 1981-82

Keep those creative juices flow
Five prizes in E nglish are award
ing. Tropos has extended the sub
ed each year at Lawrence Universi
mission deadline from February
ty for original student composi
28th to March 30th!!! Send your
tions. There are:
stories, poems, photos, drawings,
The Hicks Prize in Fiction, for
an d o th e r c re a tio n s to B arb
the best short story.
Storm s, 226 Trever; Carter W ills.
The Hicks Prize in Poetry, for the
419 Sage; or D avid Hellmich,
best poem.
Orsm by. Please p u t your name and
The Alexander Reid Prize, for the
the title of your work on a separate
best sketch, defined as a descrip
piece of paper.
A T T E N T IO N !!! Tropos will be tion or impression of a person,
place, or thing.
takin g pre-orders at a special reduc
The Wood Prize, for the best
ed rate of $1.50 next week at
essay.
Downer durin g lunch-time. There is
The Tichenor Prize, for the best
no inflation to creation...
critical essay w ritten by any stu
W hy N ot
dent enrolled in courses in English
Are you tired of seeing the same literature.
faces? M eeting the same people?
The Hicks, Reid, and Wood
L A W R E N C E C O M M U N IT Y : The
content of this issue's editorial,
solely reflect the sublim ated analretentive attidudes of the Lawrentia n ’s Editor-in-Chief, and should
be construed as such. Most character
descriptions apply to the editor and
have no connect ion wit h his staff.
THE FOU R W H O D A R E D A cosmopolitan group were we.
Who pennied in the girls of DG.
A Phi, a Sig. an Independent, a Delt,
Though I must say no malice was telt.
Still my heart within me leaps.
At the thought ol trapping you little

D U C K , q u it playing w ith my
m ind and tell me who she was.
____________________________ —Rosie
S U E ...It’s for you._______________
“T H E W O R L D IS O R A N G E !”
________________________—Kathysue
W H O 'S
T A L K IN G
about
gaitey? M y undefined soul ha9 been
stomped to death in this institutio n
of higher alienation. W h o cares
a b o u t the 22 million out there who
d o n ’t need me? The thousand or so
here are more th an sufficient,
whatever their sexual preference.
O h well, a t least there will be
flowers S prin g Term.______________

Prizes are open to all students of
the University and the Tichenor
Prize to students takin g one or
more courses in English.
The poems, sketches, and essays
may be of any length. Except for
the Tichenor com petition, for which
a m axim um of three essays will be
accepted, there is no lim it to the
number of entries any one contes
ta n t may subm it.
All prizes will be $100.00.
The following rules govern the
competition:
(1) The stud e n t’s name and the
name of the prize for which an en
try is to compete should be w ritten
in the upper right corner of the first
page. (Use of pseudonyms is not re
quired since ju d g in g is done by
faculty members a t another col
lege.)
(2) A ll m anuscripts m u st be sub
m itted in clean, black-and-white,
typed copy, either as original typed
copy or as carbon or xeroxed
duplicated of same. D ittoed copies
will not be accepted.
(3) I f a single piece is subm itted
for more than one prize, a properly
marked copy m ust be supplied for
each com petition.
(4) A ll m anuscripts to be con
sidered by the judges m ust be sub
m itted no later than noon on M o n
day, 12 A pril, in the Faculty Office
(M ain Hall).
(5) S tud ents who wish their
m anuscripts to be considered for
publication by Tropos should sub
m it carbon or xeroxed copies to the
Tropos mail box in M ain Hall by
Tuesday, 30 March.
Students are encouraged to con
sult members of the D epartm ent
concerning material which they
may wish to subm it.

My heart bleeds peanut butter
for you, M ary Therese.

A .W . -you're great! Have a great
S pring break.
—Bear

C U B D U D —E nter...Lucky 7.
_____________________ —M uch Love

1. F E L L O W A R T IS T S - Have
you subm itted?
2. Fusops les atom s de notre
creativite.
3. W hich doesn’t fit?
a) A pathy
b) S tagn ation
c) Ronald Reagan
d) Tropos
4. I f you d on 't w ant to be an ar
tist, be a supporter of artists: order
a Tropos!__________

B R U C E — Keep yo ur eye on
Hallie at the dinner table, she does
u n e x p e c te d
th in g s !!!
S c h w a r t z — W e lc o m e
to
M c N a m a ra 's B oot C h art. Eggen—was th a t your date undress
ing by the pool? W ho said that?
M orris—3:30 pre-partying, party
ing at the hotel, the dance, m u n 
ching at Sam bos and then home at
w h a t tim e ? 6:45 —G re eted by
cheers from third floor. T hat's go
ing to be hard to top next year, b ut
we’ll try !!! I'll miss you third term,
who am I going to have wild times
with??? Promise I ’ll w rite!!!
____________
—The Ex-Roomie
K T *—I kept seeing you out of
the corner of my eye, and now all
we can do is ju s t look at each other
a nd laug h!!!_________________ —CAR
H E L G A —“ I wonder if i t ’s how
my brother kisses?”_______________
Thanks for the wheel's Rosemary.

—The Editors

M O R E T H A N M A S S IV E ...M in d
boggling quantities of 25* per
sonals for the Lawrentian.
P S Y C H O A C T IV A T E ! J o i n
S ig m a O m ic ro n U p s ilo n , th e
subversive siblinghood of Lowrents U niversity. You too can be a
su e ! ___
W H IC H O N E D O E S NOT FIT ?
a. Swaive & diboner
b. Charism a & charm ing per
sonality
c. Awesome technique
‘ cLSues
M om and
Lucky?

D ad

— Itc h in g or
—Eagle Scout

J O N H O F E R : Next tim e get it
right. W h a t do you know about
dreamy looks a nyway?
Lise
R IC H A R D
D.
R U B IC S C U B E —Y o u ’re such a
square._____________________________
T O O C U T E —D o n ’t get canned
t his weekend. Love, Too Gorgeous.
T O O C U T E —L e t’s see if we can
snag some I.M .'s this weekend.
___________________ —Too Gorgeous

C O N G R A D U L A T IO N S “ Sugar
Babies” 1982 In tra m ural Broomball Cham pa!!!_____________________
W H O D O E S N ’T B E L O N G ?
a) Bobby K n igh t
b) Bill W alsh
c) M itch K atten
d) Bart Starr
M IS S Y
G R E E N - H e r e ’s
w ishing you a super H appy B irth 
d ay!!! W ith love, a friend in Lon-

don.

___

M A JO R
T O M - L e t ’s
do
som ething deep and meaningful.
I ’ll even settle for som ething cheap
and superficial if I can do it with
you.____________—A TalcoU Woman
A T T E N T IO N all psycho-actives
a n d psycho-pledges of S ig m a
Om icron Upsilon: G et Psyched for
spedge formal! Subversive saluta
tions, your secret siblings__________

N ew s
D a n s k in s !

A|so, limited

H a ra c h i
S a n d a ls
for men, women
&children

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO
FIND OUT WHAT SERVICES,
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL:
H a r d ly E v e r
217 E. College Ave., Appleton

731-2805

For more information call:

Chuck Keller is Dennis Moran
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S p o r t s ___________________
Plan D extraparadigmatic for surreal Vikes
by Copper Plate
Light
The Lawrence University
Hockey team fell to a highly
motivated St. Norbert’s squad,
a week ago, Tuesday night in
DePere, 5-4.
After establishing a first
period lead 2-1, the team decid
ed to take the rest of the night
off, at least until the waning
minutes of the game.
Lawrence
appeared
somewhat letdown after a big
comeback
victo ry
over
Whitewater (5-3) last Saturday.
The Vikes were also hampered
by injuries: Jeff Skoog played
valiantly for half of the first
period before having to leave
the contest with an ankle in
jury, Mike Fallon was also im
paired by a shoulder separation
which hindered his usually con
sistent performance.
Despite the injuries, there
was some bright spots in this
overall downbeat evening.
Freshmen Pete M ontross
scored 2 goals, sophomore Dave
Drake added one, while the doggeral Chris Mitchell scored his
first goal of the year. However,
the best performance turned in
by a Vike was the goal keeper
Mike Allen.
"Als" played brilliantly stop
ping 40 shots on goal from the
Norbert hard-pressing front
line. The stalwart goalkeep de
jectedly characterized the game
stating that team was simply
flat. Fallon voiced the same opi
nion saying the game was wide
open with the Vikes playing
with little control.” We were
concentrating too much on scor
ing” he said, and not on ag
gressive defense.”
The games final two minutes
told the story. Lawrence made a
late charge literally skating cir
cles around the Norberts
defenseman. Dave Drake

A shot ofJ.B.
IM

employed a new skating style
by hurdling a Norbert player
instead of going around him.
What became apparent to the
Lawrence crowd (a good turn
out I might add) was that our
Vikes could have and should

goalie Mike Allen, ‘‘Certainly
was the deciding factor in all of
our wins up to date.” ‘‘Plan B,”
which means putting the puck
in the net, was invented on a
small pond in northern Quebec
in the 1840’s, when shin guards

strategy. Final score: Vikings ing films of the 1968 Boston
7-Ripon 3.
Bruins Stanley Cup victory.”
Commenting on the game Skoog added, “We knew that
during the “ fourth period inter the Bruins used some sort of in
view,” senior Mike Fallon refer novative strategy for that
red to Lawrence’s comeback as series, but it took weeks of late
“ A drastic mental shift.” night film-viewing and dozens
Fallon suggested that “hockey of pots of coffee before we could
is really a psychological game.” pinpoint it. Naming it ‘Plan C’
Third year winger Matt McCut- was the coach’s idea.”
cheon, who was also interview
With “ Plan C” in mind, the
ed during the “fourth period” Vikes hit the ice for the second
seemed to agree with Fallon: period. The fans disconcerted
“Support for Mike’s postition by LU’s drastic change in style,
is certainly evident due to the responded by calling No. 11 on
gestalt switch undergone bet the Bucs, “Nancy,” and asking
ween the first two periods.” Mc- him where he had his hair cut.
Cutcheon added, “One might “Plan C” worked like a charm
have objectively intuited a as the Vikings allowed no goals
metaphysical realignment in in the second period, the score
the minds of the team consti remaining Beloit 1-Lawrence 0 .
tuents, as they literally took the
In the locker room before the
ice and the game from the grasp third period, the hockey team
of the Redmen.”
was ecstatic about their suc
Coach Anderson, during the cessful execution of “ Plan C”
interview, said that he was on but when the Coach walked in
the verge of a “ Plan C” with a concerned look on his
b re akthrough to be ex face, the locker room fell into a
perimented with during the morose silence. Not a word was
Beloit game scheduled for the spoken for ten full minutes, the
following night.
players staring emptily at their
Saturday night found the ice-coated blades. Suddenly,
Vikes initially unprepared for with a flurry of chalk on the
the Beloit game, the last bout of playboard, Coach Anderson in
the season, as Beloit took an troduced the “Bread and But
early one goal lead which lasted ter Plan” for the third period.
through the first and second The new plan, conceived as a
periods. Again, the Vikes took desperate attempt to eke out
have won the contest.
were magazines strapped in heavy verbal punishment from victory in a dismal situation,
Anticipating an effortless vic place below the knee, sticks the coach after period 1. was intended to solve the pro
tory against Ripon last Friday, were from a nearby tree, and Displaying brilliant analysis of blem of “Having ‘Plan C’ work
Lawrence’s initial approach pucks were stones. ‘‘Putting the most subtle nuances of the ing well, but being behind by a
was nonchalant, resulting in an the puck in the net,” according game, Anderson suggested that goal," a predicament seldom
early two goal lead for the to hockey enthusiast/historian the team “Wasn’t doing as well faced by the Lawrence
Redmen. The Vikes, however, Doug Grover “was certainly as it could,” and that “We must pucksters. Anderson’s idea,
realigned their attitude and the most important addition to do better to win.” Then, just called “ Plan D ” was actually
tried the score with a few the game since it was invented,
before the team took to the ice the synthesis of Plans “B and
minutes left in the first period.
followed closely by the in for the second period, Anderson C” a new paradigm in hockey
Between periods, Coach troduction of the Zamboni.”
surprised everyone with the in strategy.
Steve Anderson gave the
Anderson’s instincts proved troduction of “Plan C.” Senior
Overwhelmed and inspired by
pucksters a well deserved right as LU took advantage of winger Chris Mitchell objected the notion of such a game plan,
“We haven’t practiced ‘Plan C’ the Vikes trounced Beloit in the
thrashing and decided to imple R ip o n ’s shabby s k a tin g
ment the infamous ‘‘plan B”, abilities, underdeveloped puck- coach!” But it was the last third period, scoring three
resort in Anderson’s bag of unanswered goals, perfect ex
which, according to first string h a n d lin g and s im p listic
tricks.
ecution of “ Plan D.”
“ Plan C,” in the coach’s
It has been leaked by an
words, called for “ Keeping the anonymous source to The
other team from putting the Lawrentian that Coach Gallus
puck in our goal. " According to of Lawrence’s basketball team
Jeff Skoog, senior defenseman, is going to attempt to adapt
"The coach and I came up with Coach Anderson’s threefold
Plan C, after weeks of study strategy to Viking basketball
‘‘basic understanding” can be committee, therefore, could im
for next season.
communicated into the schedul prove the I.M. system by mak
ing, publicity and student sup ing better schedules, promoting
I.M. enthusiasm and support
port.
I.M. contests should be through publicity, and coor
scheduled early in the term so dinate an overall intra mural
the season can be completed, at system for men and women.
L.U.C.C. should not neglect
the latest by the eigth week.
(Even the Phi Delts have trou the potential of an I.M. commit
S p rin g Fashions
ble finding a team in the tee, for it would improve the
On S a le !!!
eighth week.) So, schedule a few I.M. program twofold while af
March 4 • 6
fecting
a
majority
of
the
stu
games on Saturday and Sunday
afternoon, as well as weekday dent body. However, the I.M.
111s. appleton st.
afternoons when the Varsity committee, if formed, would not
downtown
appleton
Basketball team is on the road begin its work until the coming
733-bari
academic
year.
With
spring
or has a game that night. This
Next to Maverick’s
alternative scheduling would term rapidly approaching the
entice more student participa present system must be salvag
tion because it would not con ed before it crumbles under its
flict with prime studying time own weight. The immediate
problems of disorganization
at njght.
To discourage mass forfeits, and lack of foresight must be
each team should pay an entry overcome to finish the I.M. year
mma
mmm
fee ($10 or $20) for each sport on a good note.
mmm
The benefits of a solid Spring
mmt
which will be refunded at the
completion of that particular program continuing in the com
sports season. If a team forfeits ing year can be accomplished if
a game, they forfeit their Campus Life and the students
money that would go im make the commitment. If this
■
mediately into a general I.M. commitment can be made and a
■
«cohesive I.M . system is
fund.
«established
by
Campus
Life
The most important issue
land L.U.C.C., the students can
that must be addressed, is the
ithen
maintain and improve an
coordination between t ampus
■
|I.M. program that would
Life and the students. This
¡perpetuate itself indefinitely. If
■■■
tenuous bridge can be rebuilt
¡not, the I.M. system will be
through L.U.C.C.
•reduced to a dismal program
L.U.C.C. should actively seek
S p
2 b lo c k s fr o m C a m p u s
j B
idom inated by perennial
and appoint 4-5 members to an
»superstars and overweight frat
I M. committee to work with an
men.
appointed Head Resident. The

d e a th n o t p ro u d

In the last few years, the
intra-mural program has
wavered from a good to fair
system. This year, however, the
I.M. program has slid into a
quagmire of neglect. The inattentativeness of Campus Life
combined with student apathy
has left the I.M. program
emaciated, transforming the
contests into nothing more
than semi-controlled pick up
games.
Campus Life is not going to
waste time and energy in an
intra-mural program that the
students do not support, nor
are the students willing to par
ticipate in a poorly run program
riddled with forfeits, bad
scheduling and lack of coordina
tion.
The numerous faults of the
1 M. program which appear in
Basketball, Bow ling and
Broomball alone can make an
exhaustive list. So, too, this ar
ticle is not going to become a
diatribe against Campus Life or
the students—rather it is an ap
peal to both groups.
To have a successful I.M. pro
gram, one must have a basic
understanding of the attitudes
and situation of the student. An
effective and strong program
must supplement the academic
pursuits of the student. There
is no real doubt that a well
organized I.M. program would
enhance-student life, if this
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Landis completes novel

28 seasons later, basketball breaks .500
by John Landis
It ’s difficult to begin an arti
cle on a basketball season
that’s been over for nearly two
weeks. How does one go about
introducing a subject which no
longer seems pertinent and has
already been reported on quite
extensively? I t ’s the classic
case of trying to avoid the old
“who cares?” and “beating a
dead seal.’’ Perhaps the best
way to approach such a situa
tion would be the straight for
ward method. In this article I
intend to review the season
briefly, point out noteworthy
team
and
in d iv id u a l
achievements, take a glance at
next year, offer a bit of con
structive criticism, and finally
feature the accomplishments
and thoughts of two of the
team’s seniors. Ah well, so
much for creative journalism.
The Viking basketball team
began its 1981-82 campaign by
reeling off five straight vic
tories, including a 103 to 31
upset of perennial powerhouse
Florida Bible in Florida. They
then entered a four-team holi
day to u rn a m e n t at St.
Scholastica of Duluth, Minn.
After winning their first game
they suffered their first defeat
at the hands of arch-rival Ripon
in the finals.
U n d au n te d , the Vikes
regrouped and won three of
their next four games to run
their record to eight wins, 2
losses overall and three wins no
loses in conference play.
However the rigors of the
Midwest conference schedule
began to take their toll and the
Vikes lost five of their next
seven. These losses included an
upset by a young Lake Forest
team, and dribblings at the
hands of conference leaders
Ripon and Beloit.
With a record of ten wins
and seven losses, LU only need
ed one more victory to secure
their first winning season in 28
years. Thus the stage was set
when Ripon arrived at Alex
ander Gym to face the Vikes for
the third time. The game prov
ed to be the highlight of the
season. With three seconds of
regulation play left, Dave
Knopp stepped to the free
throw line and made one of two
to tie the game and send it into
overtime. LU prevailed in the
extra period to defeat the
Redmen for the first time in
three years and to clinch their
winning record.
The Vikes rounded out their
season with a victory over St.
Scholastica and losses to Lake
Forest and conference champ
Beloit. Their final record was a
commendable 12 wins nine
losses overall, six wins seven
losses in conference play.
Overall the season was a ban
ner year for Lawrence Basket
ball. After suffering for 28
miserable season, LU had final-

ly achieved some respectability
on the court. Hard work and
numerous outstanding perfor
mances by the team and in
dividuals led to a season in
which the Vikings attained
plateaus never reached before.
Besides the twelve and nine
record this year the Vikes
achieved new team records and
status in the conference. For
the first time in LU basketball
history (according to Sports In
fo. director Ric Peterson) the
Vikings shot over 50 percent

C o n f.

while holding their opponents
to a worse shooting percentage.
The Vikes also outrebounded
their opponents by nearly four
rebounds per game. In addition,
the team finished in third place
in the eastern division of the
conference, the highest finish
achieved by an LU squad in a
long time.
These team achievements ex
emplify the team's personality.
Rather than relying on one in
dividual star, the team relied on
contributions from all its
members. Leading scorer Jack
Ehren averaged a modest 10.9
points per game and was follow
ed closely by Knopp (10.7), Cam
Jackson (9.3), Chris McLean
(9.1), Howard Cohn (9.1), and
Derrick DeWalt (8 .6). Danny
Busiel averaged 11.5 points per
game but was sidelined for the
final five games with a severely
sprained ankle. With all these
players averaging near ten
points a game, it is easy to see
how the Vikes were among the
leading scoring teams in the na
tion for the Division I I I
schools.
Other notable individual
stats include Chris McLean’s
and Busiel’s team leading 7.3
rebounds per game and Karl
Kramer’s team leading 70
assists.
With the loss of only Knopp,
Karl Kramer and reserves Dave
Rein, Greg Zlevor and Jeff
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hockey over recent years. While
it is not necessary for the
basketball program to to over
take football, a solidification of
its second spot is clearly in
order. Coach Gallus feels this
may rectify itself through winn
ing teams, the University could
do much more now to support
the program. For example,
special events at the games, ad
ded p u b lic ity , im proved
transportation to the gym, and
perhaps even better seating
could all make the difference.

THE FANS go wild.

FINAL STANDINGS
E a s t D iv is io n

White (out for the season with
an injury), next year’s team
should be set to challenge for a
conference cham pionship.
Returning with those players
already
m entioned
are
freshmen Steve Kirchoff and
sophomores Terry Coenen and
Bill Rosene.
A key question mark facing
next year’s squad will be the
q u a lity of the incom ing
freshmen. If coaches Mike
Gallus and Mark Boyle are able
to pull in some decent talent to
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psych up the returnees, next
year’s team could produce well
beyond this year’s.
In addition to this, a couple of
other areas must be kept up to
maintain a winning program.
One area is the continued pro
gress of head coach Mike
Gallus. Gallus has completed
his third year as coach and has
turned the program almost 180
degrees. After seasons of 8-14
and 9-14, Gallus has worked
very hard to finally get a win
ner. His continued commitment
to the program and his improv
ing knowledge of the game
(especially during game situa
tions) are a must for the pro
gram to continue upwards.
Another area which must be
maintained, and in this case im
proved upon, is the mental
preparation of the team. Too
often this season, individuals as
well as the entire team, ap
peared
unprepared
psychologically. The results of
this were evident in the losses
to Lake Forest, Carleton and
the second game against Ripon.
To remedy this problem the
coaches and the players will
have to work harder during
practice and make a point to be
ready for every game. Coach
Gallus will also have to spot
those players not prepared to
play and stop the action when
the team appears mentally out
of it. These are high expecta
tions for a team which has just
come off its first winning
season in three decades but
why be satisfied now after so
many years of suffering?
A final area that definitely
needs improvement over the
next few years is University
support for the basketball pro
gram. Basketball has always
been the number two sport
behind football in the areas of
participation, fan support and
university interest. In fact, it
may have fallen to third behind

Naturally any changes made
in the future will not affect
those players graduating this
year. The remainder of this arti
cle will be dedicated to two of
those players.
Dave Knopp described his
basketball career at Lawrence
as being “ very rewarding.
The trips made it especially en
joyable. Like freshmen year go
ing to 'H a w a ii for two
weeks...and junior year going to
Guadelupe. I didn’t get to go to
the London Center and this
more than compensated for it I
thought. I think in college you
should travel and this offered
me an opportunity to do so.”
Knopp concluded his career
averaging 7.1 points per game
and 3.0 rebounds. A native of
the sprawling metropolis of
Sheboygan, Knopp has had
many ups and downs in his
career at LU.
“First year my goal was to
start and I did. So at that point
I was happy with the way I was
developing. But then at the end
of the season things trailed off.
I w asn’t playing at all.
Sophomore and Junior year I
started a few games but never
got a chance to play on a consis
tent basis. The hardest thing to
deal with was coming and star
ting right away and then not
playing a lot. Senior year I
started every game and got to
play a lot. Because of that I
finally had a chance to show
what I had. It was the most fun
because I got to play con
sistently.”
Without a doubt Dave’s final
season was his best. He averag
ed 10.7 points and 5.1 rebounds
and saw a great deal of playing
time. After three relatively
frustrating seasons Knopp
came into his own this year. He
attributed his improvement to
“not really working anymore,
it was just that being a senior I
was given the opportunity to
play in every game. In past

years I d make a mistake and I
was taken out of the game. But
as a senior you make a mistake,
which I did at the beginning of
the year, and you get to stay in
there. That helps your con
fidence a lot and that’s one of
the reasons I think I played
better.”
Asked for the highlight! of the
season, Knopp casually replied,
“The Ripon game. I was never
on a winning team in any given
year, although my senior year
in high school we went five hun
dred. So when we were finally
assured of a winning season in
the Ripon game, it was the hap
piest moment of my basketball
career.”
Reminded that the Ripon
game was the game he tied
with one of two free throws, the
very candid Knopp shrugged “ I
was very confident on the se
cond one.”
In addition to his ac
complishments on the court,
Knopp has been named to the
district four All-Academic team
and is currently a candidate for
a spot on the All-America
Academic Team. After gradua
tion he hopes to move on to a
business position (hopefully in
banking) and then attend
graduate school to obtain his
Masters.
Asked if he had any final
humorous remarks for the
paper, K nopp answered
thoughtfully (Nope).
Graduating with Knopp will
be guard and co-captain Karl
Kramer. Kramer takes with him
a 4.8 point career average and
the record for most career
assists (208). In addition
Kramer takes with him the in- •
valuable experience gained
from appearing in 66 straight
games since his sophomore
year.
When asked if he thought
playing basketball at Lawrence
was worth it, Karl replied “ It
was a mixed bag. On the one
hand my involvem ent in
basketball at Lawrence was
beneficial physically and also as
a psychological
o u tle t.
However, it was also a frustra
tion in itself...because the pro
gram has been lacking in past
years. Lawrence is not a serious
place for basketball and it
makes it hard sometimes. I t ’s
upsetting that the university
doesn’t really back the pro
gram.”
Kramer also felt that this
year’s highlight was the victory
over Ripon, although he was
sure there must have been
another.
He also noted that he felt
Coach Gallus “has done a
good job, the best that he can
with what he has,” but the
university “ doesn’t back
basketball enough.”
“Next year’s team will miss
these two leaders sorely” said
junior Mcl^ean. “ I enjoyed hav
ing them out there. I ap
preciate, we all appreciate, the
efforts they’ve put into the pro
gram. It takes good people to
establish a good program.”
A conclusion to this article
will be equally as difficult as a
beginning. Perhaps a tradi
tional quote will suffice. When
asked if he had anything
quotable to say for this final ar
ticle, the always quotable Der
rick DeWalt yelled loudly
across the quad “ I got a quote
for you: wait ‘til next year, very
sternly.” Oh well.

